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It's harder than could be believed to carry an egg on a spoon for t/fifty feet, Fdldala 
Elementary students did it Tuesday during their annual Sports Day. More an page 3
Claims Sex Charges 
,, Part o f R CM P Plot 
Happy 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  
Recreatio/~ Minister Sam 
Bawif Monday welcomed the. 
federa J  government ' s  
decision not to bar United 
States ports fishermen from 
, Canadian waters, ,  saying 
their expulsion would create 
unemployment and harm the 
province's tourist, industry. 
Bawlf, the mInister 
responsible for fisheries, 
said allowing U.S. sports 
fishermen in B.C. waters 
• would not affect the interim 
fisheries negotiations car- 
rmtly under way or the Can. 
ada.U.S, maritime boun- 
daries negotiations which 
are expected to resume next 
month. 
Last weak Canada barred 
U.S. commercial fishermen 
from Canadian waters and 
the U.S. retaliated by 
barring all Canadian 
fishcrmen from Its waters. 
Rawlf said the barring of 
Cansdlaensports fi hermen 
was not necessarily unfair 
because U.S. law dces not 
d i f fe rent ia te  between 
commercial and sports 
• fishermen. 
He said that sports fishing 
industry in B.C. is worth $160 
million a year, but he was 
not able to nay how much 
U.S.nsports f ishermen 
contribute to this total. " 
CLARIFICATION SOUGHT 
The minister said the B.C. 
government is seeking 
• further clarification on the  
negotiations. 
Meanwhile, Canadian fish- 
eries spokesman Inn Todd 
said fisheries patrol heats  
found no U.S.fishboats in 
Canadian waters Monday. 
"As far as I know, our area is - 
NEW WESTMINSTER, he found it difflcult o helieve of Matsqul, which would free of American fishing 
B.C. (CP)The defence Rndger's nccumtlens about effectively phase out the vessels,"heasid. 
lawyer for a man charged the RCMP but said some RCMP. The' only incident in 
Crown wife,-,-- '  evidence The-  line therefor- l ind Can, adian waters oecured 
with having s,oxual in-antmdlY,. ~orre-"~ted .the,,gond,~:]er.:n0t~,::nung:.-:w-h~,a.:patrel~t.;~.~a-%~:,~ t~t~:0urse with a g~rl uflder14 
years of age saidl~enday n idea. him to win, he said. 
RCMP plot to ensure the Vilvnng said evidence has "It sounds bizarre I agree trawler having difficulty 
aec~e~ was never elected shown the" girl and her but there appears to be with its fishing~equlpment. 
mayor of Abbotaford may he mother did not go to the evidence of prolonged A U.S. Coast Guard 
behind the charge. RCMP about the alleged conflict with police just in spokesman said there were 
Jim Vilvang made the offence--the RCMP went to the fact the Crown has .taken no encounters with Cnnsdiun 
accusation during his them. eight days (to present its commercial' vessels Men- 
summation at the county Mter a series of interviews case) for a fairly simple day. 
court trial of Ray- with' the girl, police finally nmarge," said Vilvang. gifima! 
mendaSpouccr Rndgars, . laid ' charges against , R odgeru was charged in ROMP Repori 
4S-year-old planning con. Radgerssix months after his October of 1976. 
sultant and former Ab- relationship with the girl had Vilvang also argued there . ! 
boteford, B.C. mayoralty ended, he said. isnodirectevidencethatany KitimatRCMP rupert'the 
candidate. NOT ACTIONABLE sexual intercourse, took Elks Clubhouse suffered an 
Rndgers is charged With Vtlvang said that when place between Redgers and attempted break and enter 
committing the offence Rodgers was running for the girl in Cnanda prior to over the weekend. No entry 
between August and mayor of the Fraser Valley her 14th birthday, was gained. Police continue 
December 1975. He has community hl 1976, he had The girl has claimed teinvestlgate. 
denied ever having sex with advocated amalgamntien f Rndgers took her virginity 
the girl., services between Abhetsford while she was on a trip with Terrace '
Vlivang said that at llmt and the nearby community him to California, he said. 
PNG OfficesPicketted 
ROMP Report 
A man ls in Mtlis Memerlal 
Hospital with indetarmiunte 
injuries after his car left the 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  up at all the major towns Canadian Cellulose Co. and road on a curve near the Old 
Paelllc Northern Gas Ltd. from Vanderhoef to Prince Alean to seek support in Skema Bridge shortly after 
werkers et up picket imes at ~George, forcing their employers to 6a.m. Tuesday. 
Nine office workers use hog fuel (a by-product of
walked off the job last week lumber) and oil, rather than 
at Pacific Northern's buy natural gas from 
headquarters here. Pacific. 
About 80 B.C, Telephone "Eurocan, cancel and 
Co, employees who work in 
that building refused to cross * Alean make up 85 per cent of 
th~ lines but n,n-untonized Pacific Northem's gas 
company ~ orkers and customers," Dowiing said. 
employees of Westcoast "If the companies refuse 
Transmission Co. were iat we willhave to classify them 
as allies of Pacific." their jr J-: as usual. 
Pacie~ is a subsidiary o f  Dowling said the main de- 
Westoonst. mends by Pacific employees 
r'.~vling said he plans to include union re¢ognltioni 
,=~at with other unions job security, end clariflcat/ea 
represented at Euroean,. ef job deaeript.ions, 
Terrace RCMP are not 
releasing the man's name 
until he can he questioned 
about he details. 
P,6. Prisoner 
Gets 2Me. 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C ,  
(CP) - -  Randy Tcews, 80, a 
prisoner at the Regional 
Correctional Centre here, 
was sentenced Monday to 
two months in Jail for 
committing mischief by 
• wilful damage. 
Toews and' three other 
prisoners were charged 
following an incident Friday 
at the centre in which a toilet 
llWao~S[h~gUlled off a 
a. cell, and , ,~ '  
fixtures and ceiling tiles in 
other cells were broken. 
The three other prisoners, 
Allen Kennsy, 18, Cenrad " 
IAICSa, 19, anti t~rnmue 
Curritas, 18, will appear, in 
court June 13 for plea. 
P.6. Oflioial 
• Fined $2,600 
'PRINCE. GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP) - -  A former city 
finance comvany official has 
been fined $2,500 for taking. 
$II,000 in bribes to ~ppreve 
financing for land 
developmest here, 
John ,Thomas Kelly, for- 
met assistant manager for 
Home Plan 'Realty Ltd., 
pleaded 'guilty Manday in 
provincial court to receiving 
awards from William Alfred 
Bued~unn,, president and, 
owner of Pinevlsw Land' 
Development L d, 
the company's city 
headquarters and:maj0r  
British Columbia branch 
offices Monday .in their 
siru~gle for a first contract 
with the company. 
The picketing followed an 
early morning walkout by 
the company's 32 technicians 
and field maintennnce 
workers employed on its gas 
• llne between Prince George 
and Prince Rupert, 
Rick Dowling, of Local 213 
of the International 
Brotherhood .of Electrical 
Workers, said pickets were 
B.C. Forestry sign intilcatos very high forest fire hazards on sign, above, while fire 
fighters continue mopping up o~ratlons near Willinms ,Creek, ten milec south o~ 
Terrace, Tuesday. 
. 
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RUPERT STEEL & SALVAGE LTD." 
we buy 
COPPE R B RASS 
ALLMETALS & BATTERIES  
MON. - SAT. 
OPEN TIL 5 p.m. 
Looafion Seal Oove Phone 624-5639 
According to Statistics Canada, tourists are pouring 
into B.C. in greater numbers than expected. Canada's 
"cheap" dollar is thought to be partly behind the 12 
percent jump in visitors from the U.S. in April, and the 
flood is expected to keep growing. Above, VIA Rail 
passmgers arrive on CNR in Terrace, Sunday. 
. .An Ottawa cabinet 
minister told the HERALD 
'in a-telephone interview, 
Tuesday, that  the govern. 
mere of the United States 
say~ it regretted the decision 
by the Canadian government 
to ban fishing by U.S. vessels 
In Canadian waters that left 
it nn altornatlve to taking 
ventlonal agreement was 
slgued in 1953. The 
Americans have agreed to 
this exemption fur halibut 
fishing and have requested a 
similar exemption them- 
selves for tuna since the 
migratory tuna species are 
exempted by the U.S.  
.Fishery Connervallen and 
conform to the Canadian 
proposal of flag state an- 
forcemtnt procedures, in all 
boundary regions along the 
tines of the 1977 r~iprocai 
fishing ngrcemcnt. The next 
meeting of our negotiators 
will take place on the June 
19. 
• . "Most  f i shermen" ,  the  
determining the amount of 
fish caught in one country's 
waters by fishermen of 
another country Is very 
involved, confusing, and 
sometimes open to question, 
In some instances dollars 
are compared to pounds of 
flsh. Whereas Canada ~as 
fairly active accurate 
reciprocal nelton. Migration Act of 1976. Minister stated, "say they isformatton on ito own catch, 
• .Accordingly, Canadian ..The Canadian cabinet are very pinased with the It has surely on figures from 
fish~g vessels are now net minister further told the strong acti~ .as this will the United States for what 
.I r~!tted. :..to'~fi~in.~.e.-U~S,. HER~D. ' I ' : : ; := . , . ,=  • . .=', show that, .Canada , .me~. . / /~r  ,.fish.men daim to  
~errlt~raai' wamrn m the'.. . ;) ' l l i~reiS ~e interexttag ~ ImsInesi/: . . . . . . . . . .  ~' ..... ~'have nirveit~l In'C~ik'dian 
same way that American difference, however. ~ The . . "The  U.S. rate ,  their waters. 
vessels] are not .allowed to U,S. cannot differenttete figures when they list the 
f ish in Canad ian  waters  
commencing June 4th. 
, .An  important exception Is
innde, however. Vessels 
fishing for halibut pursuant 
to the canventlnn for the 
preservation of the baHhut 
fisheries in North Pacific 
waters and the Bering Sea, 
are exempted from this 
between sport  and  com-  
merc ia l  f ish ing,  as we  
(Canada) can. 
• ."Canada is not enforcing a 
ban on,sports f ishing-but the 
U.S. are. The U.S. govern- 
quantity ef U.S. fish caught 
hy Canadians, on what the 
fish would have rsaliied bad 
they been allowed to reach 
maturity. In arriving at U.S. 
and Canadian catches in the 
merit and' the  ,Canad ian  opposite country's .waters, 
government have taken however, Canada mensures 
reciprocal measures toavoid the actual value st the fish 
confrontation in the bonn. that are caught, 
restriction. This con. dary regions, Vessels are to .,"The whole procedure of 
• ."In the matter of halibut, 
the picture Is quite a bright 
one. Oh 'the total North 
Pacific hallbat catch of 4.7 
miillun dollars estimated for 
• 1978, only about $700,000 will 
be taken by U.S. flshtog I 
vessels. The advantage, [ 
therefore, appears definitely [
on the side of the Canndlas I
fishermen," the minister 
concluded. 
must urn over .to Quebec all 
the parks and historical sites 
R controls in the province, 
says. the white pap~ en 
cultural development tabled 
in the national assembly 
today by Cultural De- 
velopment Minister Camille 
Laurin. 
In the area of copyriAhta, a
jurisdiction traditionally 
controlled by the" federal 
government, Qt/ebee is 
contemplating passing its 
own law on "intellectual 
p~operty," the white paper 
says~ 
These are two of the meas- 
ures aimed at giving Quebec 
a cehermt policy for the 
development of culture in its 
Iroadest sense. 
The white paper says 
federalgoveremmt policies 
debase Quebee's French 
culture to the level of a 
"provinclslized" oddity,.and 
Ottawa's interventions in 
various facets of culture 
hamper the province's el- 
forte to enact its own policy 
of cultural development. 
P;o Quebec Wants vinciM Control 
Of Fed. Parks and Historic Sites 
QUEBEC (CP) - -  Ottawa maximum. But on all those Among the sites now in the province becomes a 
. "Whether it be in the area cultural properties include 
of habitat, leisure, in.-, art  objects, manuscripts, 
formation, assistance to printed works, audio-visual 
artiste and writers, heritage, documents, monuments, 
education, we will use all the ltistorieal, natural and ar- 
• elbow room we have to the . clieological sites and areas. 
paints, we are not the Only. 
ones with the powers to 
decide• 
IMPOSED PLANS 
"The fed~al, government 
has infiltrated everywhere, 
imposing its plans and 
budgets, constantly ob- 
structing attempts at 
coherence.., and at 
economy, on occasion." " 
It is necessary, the white. 
paper says, to recognize "the 
primacy of a single govern- 
ment (Quebec) at the levels 
of legislation, regulation and 
financing. 
"Even within the federal 
constitutional context, the 
Quebec government claims 
entire responsibility for 
protection and development 
of our heritage and demands 
that the federal government 
return all the cultural 
l~opertles .it possesses or 
manages in Quebec, as well 
'as the share of public funds it 
devotes to this segment of 
Quebec life," 
A 1972 Quebec law, cited in 
the white paper, says 
Terraoe Twister 
federal hands are the Plains 
' of Abraham, a national 
historic park in the heart of 
• quebec City where Britain 
took Canada from France-in 
a decisive battle in 1759. 
"There Is no mint in sit- 
ting back while waitin~ until 
country. 
- "A province' does not 
change into a country only 
by constitutional options, but 
through the building, stone 
by atone, day by day, 
patiently yet enthu- 
siastically, of the conditions 
eL n living culture." 
• OANADA WEEK 
, An organizational meet~g to plan the Terrace 
celebrations forCanada Week, June.25 - July 1 - 
will be held at the Terrace Arena at 5:30 p.m. 
Wednesday (today). 
The meeting is sponsored by ,the Terrace . 
,Recreation Department and the Terrace Canaoa 
Week Committee. 
Phil Stewart, re~:reatonal director and 
chairman of the Canada Week Committee, told 
the HERALD, Tuesday, that he is anxious to 
have a good, across the board, representation 
from all ethnic groups, organizations, societies, 
churches and service clubs. 
Phil Stewart ihas applied for a $1,000 grant 
from the t;otmcU Foe Canadian Unity which 
Wouldbematched dollar for dollar by the district 
SPOA Offioial To Visit Here 
There Will be a s~ia l  assist them in founding a 
meeting of interested local branch of the. SPCA, 
residents of the Terrace - 
Thuruldil area with a visiting 
official of the B,C. Society 
for the Prevention of Cruelty 
to Animals at the Theruhill 
Jt/nior High School at 9:30 
p.m., Tumclsy, June 13. 
Representing the SPCA, Mr. 
Leach, from Vancouver, will 
describe the work of the 
humane organization that 
deals with nil. matters 
relating to the health end 
welfare and ownership of all 
animals, hrge and small, 
In revealing the pl~ned 
visit of Mr, Leach, who will 
be coming.here n the in-.- 
, vitatlon byarea rw!denm to 
Gordie Howe, SPCA 
volunteer worker for 
Klttmat. told the HERALD 
he has recently picked up 
do~s in advanced stages of 
distemper. In his 
estimation, 90 percent of the 
dogs and cats in the 'area 
have not been inoculated 
against distemper, Howe 
continually receives com. 
plaints from persons 
reporting packs of wild dogs 
at large posing a threat to 
children and animals, 
These, he believes, are the 
result of abandoned degsth0t 
have banded together for 
group survival. 
Astonished onlookers watched as a twister 
tore the roof off of the Shoppers Wholesale war- 
house in Terrace Monday. 
Randy Haigh, who works at Linsey Cartage 
next door to the warehouse, said the twister 
picked up the roof at about 6 p.m.,spraying rocks 
around the area, then a fewsecondslater headed 
out toward the airport. 
No one was injured, and there have been no 
reports of any further damage caused by the 
twister, 
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', K i lda la  Sports  Day " 
= t i " 
Annual Kildela Elementary School SpertJ Day . .Pictured above are ~wlers, cug~ ball enthusiasts . .The KiUmat Girl Guides were there as well with a has been cancelled but Vice-Prlnclpal of K Jack 
was held Tuesday with the e=tlre school populace,, and Junior i'mmers. Other events ~eluded-a tug-of- ooncessiun stand. ~ About thirty teachers and forty ~hreoyer says there will be some excins|ve school 
about 630 students from grade= Kindergsrtsn toseven, war, relay running and egg racing, sack ra~es, ac- parents and oommunlty recreation personnel also meets where certain ladle/duel schools will heat Shelf 
oompetlng In some events and Just plain having fun In curacy throws, and a three legged race, to name but a helped organize and host the meet. own meets. Also on4op is a winter Indoor meet for nexl 
e~11~'It ] |flW, ..The Inter-schenl/rack meet sche~l~d f~r Ip~ tl~l]| year. 
I J !  I Kitimat, • Endako back in ai bait provisions would go if 
FRA~tt  LAKE, B.,C. picket line outside . ' : ' ' . CrImInalCode amendments adopted[ Academy Awards 
denum mine was back in eted. ".. 
production Monday after Both Endnko and OTTAWA (CP) - -  The crime" for.a 17-year-old to FOLLOWS BASFORD miseico'a proposals would The two National Film Board presentations 
locked-out miners ~om the Craigmont may be picketed Criminal Cede's notorious have sexual relations with a The commisoim'a working ~ei  with this o~enca s an that won Academy Awards this year will be 
Gibraltar Mines Ltd. copper under a provision in the but littleused jailbait, l~-year-old, for a 19-year-old paper onnsexual offences assault, shown at Kitimat Museum Friday June 16 at 7 
operation near Williams labor code granting unions provisions ~vould isappear, to sndunea 17-yearold, or for came less than six weeks However, the com- p.m. 
Lake, B.C. took down a involved in a dispute the along with incest and anadulttoseducaa20-yesr- after Justiee~Minkter Ran midian's proposals would "Sand Castle", a short animated film that the 
picket line. right to picket all other bestiality, under p r0~ old woman with promises of Basfordintro~c~d Criminal focus on com~mt. Without 
places of business or made Monday by the Law marriage or employment. Code amendments that consent, a crime would be children as well as the adults will enjoy, 
But the Canadian op~aUousofthelremployor. Reform Commission of would replace the crime of committed ff the sacatiant so illustrates Blake's idea of seeing "the world in a 
Association of Industrial, Placer Development L d. Canada. - To protect dependent H-to rape with one of assault, much as touched the victim grain of sand". 
Mechanical and Allied wbeilyowmEndakoendisa Sexual assault, covering IS-year-aids, it would with sexual organs, or "I'll Find A Way" shows a crippled child 
Workers (CAIMAW),whieh major shareholder a t the  everything from sexual become a crime for a person The commission said its touched such orgam. 
represents the 875 workers at other two mines. It was touching to penetration in authority to have sexual proposals, the result of PARTIES DIFFER tackling her life with courage and enthusiasm. 
Endako and Gibralter, now granted an injunction without  consent, ~vould relations with them. This several years of work, are The Bnsford bill would re- What could be a tragic story has become a
has threatened to hit the Monday limiting the replace such crimes as rape, would include such people as "broader and more quire the degree of victory of the human spirit. 
Craigmont Mines Ltd. picketing at Endako and buggery and gross in- parents ,  re la t ives ,  exhaustive" than these sa'isusnesstobeestablishnd These two films have been judged the top in 
copper operation near Glbralter to four perseus per decency, teachers,nemployers and  proposed by Besfurd. . during a tm]. The cam- their,class this year. Come out to the Kitimat 
Merritt, B.C.. access at each location. Sexual relations with those glmrdians. It would apply to Busford, who~said May 1 mission would have this 
However, picketing will be CAIMAV/ spokesman under 14, male and female, male as well as female that the LaW Reform established after guilt was Museum Friday June 16 at 7 p.m. and enjoy first 
preceded by a meeting today Peter Cameron laid the would be forbiddm. The law victims. Commission's proposals, estahiislied but before class, entertainment. 
with theb.C. FederaUon of injunction posed no problem now specifies only females Incest would disappear, would be taken into account smtmcing. 
Labor. Craigmont miners for the union. "Three pickets under 14. The commission said family In assessing public reaction Vagina, anal or oral pens- 
are represented by the shatdownEndako," hasaid. A welter of current so- rather than criminal courts to his bill, said the basic tratiou would add to the esv- 
United Steelworkers of "And at Gibralter, we're called jailbait provisions were the placas tondeaiwith issue is how to treat rape. erityoftheoffeaee, uswould 
America, CAIMAW's chief locked oat," wouldgo. They make i t s  it, Both his bill and the com- violencoofeny kind." Marsh Wor l  , " 
rival, who have asked for a The 400 Gibralt~ workers The Bastard bill provndes 
meeting Wednesday before were locked ont May 26 after Nova Scotia companies formasimumsenteucesofl4 deciding whether to honor a bargaining for a new " years for ind~ent assault 
picketline, eoneetive agreement " end life.for"nggravated ~ ~ . ~ = .  ~ ~ , ' ~  
Fteelworkers crossed a rcachedan impasse, indecent assault,'" which sUpport fishing ban .~  involve v io l . . ,  or i ~ ,  1~.~/  ~" ~ " planning, ~. ,~ o, paymnolegical 9 '[ p da= .t  the 
O O r : ' ' : ~ : The commission" doesn't J L  
propose maximum sen- 
Douglas Johnson, Atlantic obeyed the no:fishing order tences.Itsayathelawahould 
~.- -uv  says .= .~.ov .~=. . . .  region direeter.gmerei for in Canadian waters, larva ~/  larva 
largest fishing companies tile federal fisheries American fishermen can provide for hospital treat- 
meat as an option to i s -  • expressed support /~mday department, remain in a section of seal -~ prisonment, with the of- 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Offidak portatioa Co. "to move pi for the the ban on Amerie~ He said it appeared that all lop-ties George's Bank that 
of the northern affairs 'that will never ~ fishing vessels in Camdien U.S.nfishing vessels had is elaimed by beth outmtries, fender able. to make the choice if the court permits. HORSE FLY (A) -- This large insect is o constant waters. They ~iso ~aid the department got a scolding moved"onnd'hast of other han'wi]] ~0t. affect tl~lr It speculates that more annoyance to large animals and to humans. The 
today from Progressive horror stories, Ohoris said, catches because Atlantic D r i n k e r s  d r y  o u t  sexonl offenders might tumthems lves  in tar trea ment femaleSfollowingfeeda sharp°n blOOdand painfulSUCked frombite, their victmSLarge ho s  
Conservative Frank Obcrle He satd up to =0 new hausas Canadianfelbermenlmveto If the criminal law did not flies measure up to 25cm In length. They haunt for what he called poor had been built in Nor- work within federel quotes, n
planning, mmmWells with no Harold Nlckcrsan, VANCOUVER (CP) formed last month. The present such a threat to ponds, marshes, lakes and swamps. 
- -  them. CRANE FLY (B) -- This insect ranges from small to The Prince George-Peace prospects for tenants and president of H.B. Nlckerson Negotiations continuec tmionnwas not happy with The commission says 25 cm in length. They have extremely long legs 
River MP said that with added he had seen a barge and Sons Ltd. of North today in the British the formation of the victims and alleged of- and narrow wings. Common in wet meadows, 
department encouragement, load of"folid oak" furniture Sydney, said he thinks the Columbia beer dispute as association at a 'late date fenders must be given more marsh edges, ponds and swamps, they feed on 
government agencies, allowed to deterioriate expulsion of the American drinkers toured outlets for during negotiations with protection against publicity, live or decaying vegetation and minute aquatic life.. 
communities and outdoors because no use fishermen was a good move - the remaining stocks during individual companies, whose consequences  • 
oflmsinessmmdollars in anticipationSpent mtllionS hat couldAsKS beFORmadeHELpof it. shouldand thebefederalcongratulatedgovenmnentfor sweltering tempe atures. The union's contract at sometimes "go far beyond 
a natural gas pipeline Negotiators for the newly- Curling O'Keefe expired 
wouldnbe built in the Oberle enid the depart, it. It said there is no raiioneib ~ '~ 40  ment should help northern Hopof~llyitwillre~udt in a fanned Brewery EmployorS Dec. 31, 1977, and contracts any official ponishment,~' 
Western Arctic; I~bor Relations Association at othur breweries ended in for maintainingthe offmca . . . . . . . . .  
communities which ex- more satisfaetoi'ylong-term and the Canadian Union April. Ducks Unlimited(Canada)' 
The pipeline instead will of best la l i ty- - re lat ions ~4ss  Pembina Hwy, Winnipeg, Man. R3T2E2 O 243 .7D be built through a Yukon panded their services in agreement being reached o~nUnited. Brewery, Flour, The union had applied to between, a human and aB 
anticipation of increase, sooner than it otherwise Cereal, Soft Drink and the B.C. Labor Relations ~ h a ~  it im' t .  a/ 
route, leaving Inkvik with a population, would, he said.' , Distillery Workers were still Board for a cease and desist power capacity it can't use ' William Morrow, 
but must pay for,unn in- Waiting for a final ap meeting when the as-. order to prevent the lockout, 
creased fleet of barges . proval was too late to start president of National Sea sociation's lockout notice be- but no decision' had been 
owned by Northern Trans- long-range planning, besatd. Prod,eta Ltd., Canada's eameeffeetiveatl la.m, renched today by the board. ," TERRACE 
largest fish processing The association served The beer shortage began New policy for loekoutnotlceSaturdnyafter .late last week af t .  the MINOR HOCKEY have little inmediate effect a walkout.of union members shutdown of the CarlLug 
on the Bast Coust fishery aed at the Curling O'Keefe O'Keofepiant. Deliverles to 
loagterm effects depend on brewery more than a week liquor outlets wore slow In childre - " =o ,aes o, h.ge dn=de. IIEGISTRATION into fishing on George's , M0ison, Lahatt and Hotels were stockpiling beer 
d Bank. 'Columbia breweries ,so are Inmticipationofa prolenged 1978 1979 Season  
"It's pretty hard to know members of the association, dispute, m 
VICTORIA (CP) -- provide more musical what is going to take place 
Education Minister Pat artistic education in the and we're just kind of 
o= o. o arc.. e sm,.,, m, . .  hopes to announce this an ari~tlc omee in the Morrow said. 0L4RENOE MIOHIELSi~HOOL GYM 
month a new policy of ministry. "But I think they had to do 
promotion, assessment end "Music and art education something sabring this toe " g]o--ers 00ST I;00 p.m. TO 4:00 p.m, 
~ograms for gifted children is underattaek byidiots who head." 
British Columbia, view it as an unnecessary C.W. MeLe0d, president of m 
"The gifted children have frill--some kind of largely C.W. MeLe~ Fisheries of 
be= ignornd," he sa]d, "It is irreievest and unimportant Port Mouton, thought i t  Bugs 7 & 8 years ~ J M  
- a very gaping hole in our . piece of candy," Barber regrstable that CAnada and PORT ALICE, B.C. (CP) w~so vehicle was found at 
program in B.C. We should said, adding that everyone the United States could not - -  A search was under Way the end of a logging road in  ~[. 
havedoneitlong a o, andwe should have the opportunity resolve the I~roblem Without. Tuesday, for two loggers Side Bay near the entrance Poe We Pups 
will do it," to enjoy and learn something resorting to tlshlag bans. ,  missing since Sunday in the to the sound late Sunday. 
McGeer urged Charles about munle. HOPES FOR SET. Quatslno Sound area ,of C i a r k s a i d t h e m e n h a d a p . . ,  
Barber (NDP--Vlctoria) to "I  feel badly to think that spokesmen said. miles through extremely be patlmt ia his demands for Gary Lank (NDP--Ven. TLEMENT Vancouver island, a police parentiy pianned to hike two Poe  Wee 
opporimdties for the ~ifted, couv~-Centre) called ou the the atmosphere • in C~rperalMarvclarksaida ense, bush to a desolate ' Bantam 
iucludinganofflceofartistie government tohelp children negotiations ~vould have tracking dog was being beach. ' 
education within the of fmmlgrants in Vancouver come to something like "Drought in to search for the ' /m RCMP helicopter had 
min~try of education, who do not speak English. that," McLeod said. " I  two unidentified Port Alice . seai'ched the  area on Midget 
loggers, aged 21 and 24, Monday. He said his ministry is He said these make up 40 would hope tiiat they could . ' r " ' # 
working on the basics first per cent of the school still negotiate on amicable 3uveni le  
because  there are no con- population, and accused terms," .' 
sistent standards fer the McGeerofraelalandethule He said the fishing bans o f  i~, 
average students' much less ellUsm for not pr°viding are building uP a l°t of u n ' t h e  gifted,, assi ance, necessaryill will.. Magic Capadets, Two.Members one Family 
"There should be exciting "He didn't need it, his chll- "Just the thought of it is ~ I~N 
programs for the gifted,nend dren don't need it therefore turning some people againft e |Oh 
we don't have them," nohadyneedsit,"Laaksnid, others, ldou'tknow~vhatthe Thee/Dennis Loomis Magic Capades show 
MeGeor said during debate "Became of Ins position and outcome will be, but I think schedl~ed for 8 p.m, on June26 has been sold out, 
on his budgetary estimates, background, ha doco nat cure we have to live and work 
"B,C. has done an extremely about English second, together." and I~omis has agreed to put on .a special 
poor Job--there is no language immigrant  None o f t  he three com.- matinee for the youngsters at4 P.m. onthesame 
question of it," children." panics had vessels in day.  • " 
WANTS OPPORTUNITIES McGeer told the iegkaiure American waters whoa the T ickets  may be pro;chased at  Caledonia School $1m.  Muimum 0harge fo r '  Family; 
Barber called on the that ida ministry has up- matching U.S. ban on or from members of the Caledonia Kermodes 
government to provide prov'ed97proJeetaduringthe Canadian Ilahhng in United ____ ' ____  . ~ . 
opportune,  p ract i ca l  current year for a total States waters went into Basketball Team." 
laboratories " o that the expenditure of $2,32S,000 effect Sunday, Ticket price is $4in advance or $5 at the door.. 
bright kids can test their above theregularVaucouver 
bright ldens."n school district budget to 
He urged the minister to ~eviatsthe problem, 
I 
Nor has there been any . Youngsters with tickets to the evening show 
eignofU,S, flchlng vessels in will also be admitted to the matinee. 
Canadian waters, said H, , 
.?% 
,> 
[] 
• , 'i!'r Tlwee Members 0f One Family i 
$100.00 for greup 
!i 
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B.C. Tel battler , I ' More resource 
won't be muffled 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  An 
attempt to muffle the 
protests of Vancouver 
businessman John Bryson 
about his battle with British 
Columbia Telephone Co. 
over intsrconnection rights 
failed Monday at a 
restrictive trade practices 
commission hearing, n 
Lawyers for both B.C. Tel 
and Bell Canada were 
overruled by hearing 
commissioner LueAndre 
Venture when they objected 
to Bryaon repeating his story 
about how picketing by B,C. 
Tel strikers and intimidation 
by B.C. Tel management 
killed a deal he had con- 
duded to install a five-line 
switchboard fora New Went- 
minster firm during the B.C. 
Tel strike ink year. n 
Br~son's installation was 
ripped out within days and 
replaced by more costly B.C. 
Tel equipment, on the basis 
that present rules of the 
Canadian Radio-televlaiun 
and Telecommunications 
Commission don't allow 
inter-connection--tying in 
any private telephone ter- 
minal equipment o lines 
owned by the phone utility. 
CLAIM'IRRELEVANT 
Both telephone companies 
interrupted Bryson 'a  
testimony to complain this 
evidence had nothing to do 
with the commission's main 
focus which is to study the 
effect on the public of the 
vertical integration of utili- 
ties such as B.C. Tel and 
Belle Canada, and aperc- 
fleshy their ~acticas. of 
buying equipment from 
directly or indirectly related 
firms. 
"It is preccsely relevant" 
said inwyer Gordon Hen- 
deren, appearing as an in- 
' terrogator for the director of 
combines investigation. "It 
goes to show Just how far 
B.C. Tel and the jw wili go to 
put Invent inter- 
connection." n 
Couture agreed . that 
Bryson, under cross- 
examination all day on other 
pain's, should get a full bear~. 
Clark, Tale- 
communications Workers 
Union business ngent, who 
questioned Brymm all day on 
his do-it-yourself in- 
structions to cu.stomers 
buying 7.S-metre phone 
eatamiou cords, was quick to 
disassociate strikers from 
B.C. Tel management over 
the picketing incident 
related to Brysun's firm, Tel- 
A-Phone Systems. Inc. He 
said the picketing was moti- 
vated strictly because 
workers thought Brysun's 
octivitien constituted strike. breaking. 
MANY QUF.~TIONS 
Peter Butler, a B.C, Tel 
lawyer, subsequently, 
questioned Brysunnon a wide 
variety of points, including 
Bryson's overture to com- 
pany president Gordon 
MacFarlane for eentracting- 
out work,nand how Bryson 
could make good on his 
prombe at 10-year 
guarantees on equipment be 
sells. 
'Police charged 
with assault 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A 
stay of proceedings was 
entered Monday against a 
Vancouver policeman 
charged with. common 
assault. 
Constable R. C. Morrlaoa, 
a member of the feren since 
1974, was emerged with 
assaulting Patrick Laird 
Bartlett, 39, when be was a 
Wlaoner at the city jail 
between Feb. 10 and Feb. 13, 
1977, • . . . . .  
Prosecutor Henry Wood 
entered the stay after unrnly. 
4 I "  v - 
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MarUyn Callahan and Mar]orle Martin. 
?. I • : • 
Welfare rights speaker in town 
Bartlett failed un two oc- 
cMioue to appear to give 
evidence against Merrieon. 
The police officer was 
charged with kicking and 
panching ~Barlictt while he 
was in Jeff on a charge of 
assaulting a Br i t i sh  
Columbia Hydro Ins driver. 
Bartlett was inter fined 
and placed m probation 
for a year for assaulting 
driver Yvoune Huet~ Feb. 
II, 19'/7 after she',tuld him tO 
leave the bus for being axe different.) 
by Donna Vallleren 
Despite myths of "welfare 
rip.offs" and the comforts of 
living on the dole, people on 
Welfare receive barely 
enough money each month to 
cover basic expenses, let 
along emergencien. 
That was the message 
brongh to Terrace last week 
by the authors of a welfare 
rights handbook, "Welfare 
Rights & Gain." 
Marilyn CalIahan, and 
Mar, erie Martin of the 
School of Social Work at the 
University of Victoria, were 
sponsored by the school to 
travel throughout .the 
province, holding workshops 
on Welfare and GAIN 
(.Guaranteed Annual Income 
for Need). 
The same regulations 
would have to stretch that' their basic rights while they Callahen, a former social 
$200 to cover utility bills, are on assistance, worker, said it is not alwa~,s 
food, clothing and other Manypooplearenctaware ,possible for the social 
necessities, while living in of extra benefits they are 
leas-than comfortable ac. ontitied to under the act, or 
commodation, haw to go about getting 
B.C. Br iefs  
I n  B.C." there are ap- 
proximately 60,000 families 
and 20,000 single people oil 
GAIN, according to the 
authors' figures, 90 percent 
of whom are unemployable, 
either because they are 
handicapped, senior citizens, 
them, they said. 
For example, if the per- 
~n's stove breaks down, 
rather than subsisting on hot 
dogs for a month in order to 
pay for repairs, the recipient 
can apply for extra money to 
cover the cost of repairs. or single Imronts. Actually, 
the two women pointed out, It's important for the 
most of the people on person on GAIN to know 
about hese benefits "so you government assistance are don't have to feel so much children. 
One of the major probkm like a begger" when asldng 
faced hy people en for them, Martin said. 
• a~sslstance is the fact that Besides explaining about 
GAIN rates do not keep up special needs, the booklet 
with cost of living increases, circuinted at the workshops 
apply to Welfare, Miniecme, leaving the recipients •and written by Cailahan and Resources has completed a
and hundicappod pension, all lagging farther and farther Martin explains about ap thor ouRh review of 
of which are classed under behind basic living stan- peal procedures, incentive ' regulations and procedures 
the~AINAct, althonghratcs darda, programs to earn extra and have come up with a 
VICTORIA (CI)) - -  TOURIST CAMPAIGN 
Speedway Motors Ltd. and VICTORIA (CP) --  The 
Roy Passmore, company British Columbia Ferry 
sales manager, are Carp, and local businessmen 
scheduled to appear in court are planning a joint tourist 
Friday charged with a camvaign to bring more 
violation of the Trade vlaitors to Vancouver Island 
Practices Act. Speedway is in the spring and fall, John 
charged with deceptive Anasll, Victoria Chamber of 
practice after the sale of a Commerce president, said 
1975 Volkswagen Rabbit o a Monday, Ansull said the 
Victoria resident. Paasmore Crown-owned ferry corpo- 
is charged with participating ration has offered to 
inadeceptiveaet, orgaldgepackngetouraffom for police the Greater Vancouver area 
MAN CHARGED which will increase business 
FORTST. JAMF, S (CP) --  for Victoria and the ferries 
Shlme Rahko, 22, of this during the off-season. .VICTORIA (CP) --  The 
central British Columbia Details will be worked out Sannich policemen~s union 
community was remanded later, he said. decided Monday night to go 
Monday in provinceal court J to arbitration in a contract 
to June 13 on a charge of dispute with the 
rape laid after a 14-year.old VICTORIA (CP) _ municipality, following a 
girl was attacked Sunday Elwood Vcitch (SC-- request by Acting Labor 
night. Police said the 'girl Burnsby-Wfllingdon) said Minister Garde Gardom. 
wns raped by a man who wau today that bus fares in the Spokesman Cpl. Phil 
giving . her a ride home. Greater. Vancouver area Jamieson said that the 
should be laercaged by five' decision was made after 
PRISONER BURNED or ten cunls in order to pay heatedndehato at a meeting 
VICTORIA (CP) -- John the arca's share of the ealiednto take a strike vote. 
Jamieson said that the • Richard Marlow, 20,-a ira-nsit(~efidt. 
prisoner .at the Vancouver - Under legcslation now meeting, attmded by 100 of 
islandReglonalCorrectlonal befora thehouse, Vancouver the ll0-member Saanceh 
Centre in nearby Saanich,. and Victoria would pick up *Police Association, decided 
was seriously injured in a part of the tab on British .tosokGardomtodaythatthe 
fire in his cell Friday, his ColumbiaHydro'aannuallK0 dispute go to arbitration 
lawyer said Monday, million transit deficit, undernthe Essential Ser. 
Marlow, a former prlsonur of Cmwmt fare is 35 cents for vices Disputes Act. 
the Jordan River minimum an adulLn Earlier Monday, Garden, 
socurityeampchargedMter Ve~tch said that.ff Van- whoalsolaattorney-general, 
a riot April 15 which cause, couver.decides to ,incrense asked both sides in the 
the gasoline tax by three dispute to consider ar- 
extensive damage at the comts and the prol3e~ty tax by bitrationunder the termsof 
institution, had . been ~e mill--us allowed 0rider the ensmUal se~vicen act, 
scheduled to appear in court 
Monday,, Lawyer Peter the legislation fo raise funds Saaniub Mayor Mel 
Freeman said his client was to. meet ~e ffansit coats-- Couvelier, was in.Edmonton 
in serious condition at,tha then a fare hike would net be on Monday attending a 
burns unit at Victoria n~casanry, confarence oftbeFederation 
Genoral Hospital and asked of Canadian Municipalities. 
for the case to be remanded THEY LIKE FISHING Under the essential ser- vices legislation, beth sides 
a week. ~ One of every four pe0ple in either can agree to an ar- 
Arkansas has a fishing bitrator or', can have one 
RUSSELL APPOINTED ncunce, imposed on them if a strike • TORNADOES HIT YICTOR~ (CP) -- r" begins, , '  tr~,~.~,h ~. ~,,ooon ~1 has On Ai~I 3 and 4, 1974, to - . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " . . . . . . . . . . .  l--n The dispute centras on a . . .  I . . .a ' , .  ,k .  --,. naUO~ me m ,o elmer m,v~m,~ w ~ w.- ~,.,~ ~,m,~ .~^~ ,I,.,, ~m c0stof-living adjustment 
purateandf lna~ial  servic~ . . . . . . .  ,I n,~, ,I, . . . .  d~ clause. The polto~men want 
commission, Corporate ~.v2~,~"~" . . . . . .  ~' - -  any cost-of-living increase 
Affairs Minister Rare Matr ,~u~,,~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ granted uring the duration 
saidnMonday.Mnirsaidin'a. A~"~l .~n~_ ,  ~o of the two-year contract to be 
' ~ 111t814B18 &~ou ~USVWM oo  I~WS release that Russell, , I . . . , , _~. , . .  ta. J . .o,  t . . , .n  included in the base pay rate 
td |~ ~; JM J~BJu(S  &sou ~uu ~wv~a who retired .recently as _ ,..., a. ,^ a,o ~J.m,,, ,, for purposes Of determining 
senior vice-president and...~.'~".~ ~,.~'~'.'~'~o '~ - a new pay scale in the next 
diroctor of MeLeod, Young, "~" . . . . . . . . .  e~..-, contract... , 
Weir and Co. Ltd. after 45 The police 'board, headed 
years in the ioventment Before Judge Barnett on by Couvelier, does nut want 
10uainesa, will hoar appeals May 31, 1978, W, Balanow of the adjustments included, 
arising from decisions made Hagensborg, B.C,, was For several days last 
under a number of, acts ennvicted of burning land month, policemen wore 
' administered by the clearing debris without a civilian clothes and refused 
miulatry. Russell will be permit, in contravention of to shave to show their 
paidonaperdinmhaslsata the Department of Forests disappointment with con. 
rate of $160 aday, Mnir said, Act, and was fined $100,00,. tract negotiations, 
• The authors lashed out at 
the myth of "big give- 
aways, on Welfare, stating 
it. is "almost impossible to 
make ends meet." 
"It's a minimal evel that 
people on Weifar~e have to 
live on," according to 
Callahan. 
For example, a single 
mother with two children 
would receive a shelter 
allowance of $135 and a 
support allowance of g~00, 
This• hypothetical mother 
Callahan and Martin are 
providing these workshops to 
help people on Welfare know 
I 
money, and education and 
training to get back into the 
work force. 
Arbitrat ion 
workers at the l)epartment 
of Human lRenourcea tofully 
explain all aspects of GAIN 
to their clients, partly 
because of their heavy 
caseloads and partly 
because of the many dif- 
ferent situations covered 
under the act. 
The authors compared 
applying for assistance with 
out an income tax 
form- you need the pertinent 
information. 
Cailahan and Martin said 
they hope to reach as .many 
people as possible with this 
information, not just those 
on GAIN, but the generai 
public as well., " 
The 1~try  of .HumM 
'discovery 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  The 
accelerated oil and gas 
activity in northeastern 
British Columbia will Con-" 
Sinus until at least 1980 with 
an increased rate of 
discovery, a spokesman for 
the monistry of mines and 
petroleum resources aid 
Monday. 
~i) "We estimate that eight 
trillion cubic feet of natural 
gas will be found in B.C. in 
the next 20 years,"Wflliam 
Weaver told the opening 
session of the B.C. Energy 
Commission's anDual review 
of oil and gas prices. 
He said that hetweon Jan. 
I and April 15 there were 144 
welis drilled in northeastern 
B.C., compared with 102 in 
the same period last year. A 
total of 304 wells were drilled 
~ in 1977. 
John Ludgate, deputy 
chairman of the BCEC, said 
that this year the com- 
mission is trying to get in- 
"very efficient check-up 
system;" Martin said, 
making Welfare fraud 
almost non-existanL 
"There's no In i f~o  of 
publio funds," she said, and 
repeated public statements 
by Minister of Human 
Resources Bill Vender Zalm 
regarding Welfare abuse 
destroy the self-respect of 
people who are on govern- 
ment assistance out of. 
necessity, 
Anyone who wan unable to 
attend the wor.l~hop or 
would like a • copy of the 
booklet "Welfare Righb & 
Gain," can pick one up from 
the local Department of 
Human Resources office or 
by wilting to the People's 
LawSchoo l  Vancouver 
People'a Law School, 2110W 
West 12th Sheet, Vancouvw, 
B.C. 
ahead 
dustry and public opinion on 
higher gas prices, which are 
expected to continue in- 
creasing to keep up with the 
cost of newer gas. 
He said the commission 
will also be examining 
estimates of the peak 
demand for gas in B.C. over 
the next 25 years and the 
impact ofn,~onservation 
utility loads. 
"We also want to get views 
on the recent rends in the 
discovery of oil and gas in 
B.C., and the extent to which 
recent additio~ to the 
reserves are due to new field 
discoveries, new pool 
discoveries, extension of gas 
fields, and economic and 
technical revisions to 
reserve stimates," Ludgate 
said.. 
The hearings are expected 
to continue here until" June 
16, and then will move to 
Kamloops and Prince 
George. 
Plastic industry 
called negative 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- the past few years in 
Don Phillips, British Canada. 
Columbia minister of He said if Phillipswanted 
. economic development, said to help the industry he should 
Monday the plastics industry join in the talks in Progress 
isbelng negative by wanting in Ottawa dealing with 
governments to use tariffs to reduction of tariffs. 
impsde the imports of plastie Phillips told the con- 
goods, ventiun that the industry 
Speaking at a lunch givm should use its energies to 
by the Society of the Plastics show government how it 
Industry of Canada, Phillips could be helped once tariff 
eaidthatmoatoftbepiaeties protection is withdrawn 
industry is located in rather than trying to have 
Eastern Canada nd present the tariffs remain. 
trade tariff policies result in He said people in the Went 
Western Canadians paying want free trade because they 
an extra iS00 a ,year for have beenndiscriminated 
consumer goods, against for so long. 
Ron Evason, president of Reason said inter that the 
the saciety, said he was federal government plans to 
amazed and surprised by reduce by 40 per cent by 1987 
Phillips' attitude.' He said tariffs on plastic goods 'en 
that his industry has in- feting Canada. 
vented more than $3 billion in 
I S l  ' I m 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy~ Investigate the advantages of this rmt- 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and lest 
months ram and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
- i i 
i ts F 250 pickuPiT8 EconolineVan| 78 C 100 Chev.p_ull 
i $148.00 per month I S136.00 per month I $129.00 per month I 
ilense end price|lHSe end price i lease end price R 
i $2,17s.® I Sl,97s.® I sims 00 l 
i or simply re~urn i or simply return i or simply return i 
1 78 Camaro .T| i s  Zej~ltyr" Sed~ml ,8 oouao Van II 
$139.00pur month S124.00per month $139.00per month | 
lease e.d price IHSe end price lease end price| 
S2,025.00 Sl,825.00 $1,875.00 I 
or simply return ,or simply return or simplyreturn n 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 78 FI50 4 x 4 78 aids Cutlass i 
S99.00 per month S155.00 per month $139.00 per month i 
lease end price lease end price lease end price i 
I S1400.00 S2,275.00 $2,025.00 
or simply refurr ~r simply return or simply return• 
1 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
*•CALL LARRY H~,YES-  R ICHARDS 
• COL L ECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTO. 
1160MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B~C. D.00479A 
Li l  Farkvam 
Family Violence 
Conference 
A conference on Fami ly  Violence will be held 
in Ter race  Thursday,  June 15 at 9p.m. in the 
Caledonia Lecture Theatre  which will feature 
f i lms  and a panel discussion with experts, in the 
field of fami ly  violence. 
The conference  is, sponsored by, the United 
Way Task Force  on Fami ly  Vio lence,  the 
Ter race  Fan ,  fly Violence Committee and North, 
west Communi ty  College Health Advisory 
Committee.  
Lil Farkvam,  co-ordinator of the conference, 
said the conference will focus on awareness  of 
fami ly violence and how the communi ty  can help 
combat  the problems of child abuse and wife 
battering. / 
J ade  MacLearn,  of the child abuse' team with 
Vancouver Human' Resources will discuss child 
abuse, Donnie Patterson will discuss wife bat- 
tering, and  aspeaker  f rom a transit ion house in 
Vancouver  will also be  there. 
"There are two things in this life for which we are never 
fully prepared, and that is twins." Josh Billings 
In old ~ Hawaii i t  was believed that some people could 
become sha~ks at will, 
oTERRAI]E MIHOR HOOKEY SOHOOL 
DATES. 
August 22, 1978 to September I, 1978 
No Hockey on Sunday, August 27, 1978. 
' ENROLLMENT: 
Section "A' '7 & 8years.,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  40 Boys ee  ' l e lQee  ee  • • e l  eeea leee leeoe  melee  • 
Section "B"  9,10& 11 years, . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  34 boys 
Section "C" 12, 13&14years..,  .......................................... 34boys 
TOTAL 108 
PLACE: TERRACE' ARENA 
COST: 
Section "'A': ............................... , . . '  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $35.00 
Section "B"  &"C"  . . . . . .  ,.'. . . . . . . . . .  , .................................... $65.00 
/ I 
' ICE TIME: 
Section "A:'. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . .  .~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 Hour per day 
Section "B"  & "C" . . .  . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . .  31/2 Hours per day 
, Total of Ten Days 
INSTRUCTION: 
ALL LOCAL INSTRUCTORS' 
Each day will deal with specific hockey and skating skills. Basics will be stressed: 
It Is the Intention of Terrace Minor Hockey to provide an' enioyable controlled, 
learning situation at reasonabM cost, 
t 
REGISTRATION: 
Will betaken a't time of registration for minor hockey. 
Saturday. June 10, 1978 
Clarence Mlrhael School 
Either full registration fee can be paid or we will accept 50 percent as e deposit with 
th.e remalndor being payable at Hockey School Commencement, 
q 
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EDITORIAL 
Twenty-two B.C~ cities have announced plans 
~for Canada Week programs to celebrate the 
:week of June 24 - July 1 that has been set aside 
! for that purpose. Terrace is not one of them. 
: The planned programs range from flag raising 
• ceremonies to the week long productions in 
Vancouver and Grand Forks . '  
The little West Kootenay city, says Norms 
~Sharpo f Vancouver, chairwoman of the B.C. 
celebrations, is perhaps the most ambitious in 
~e province. West Kootenay will be starting off 
June 24 wiLh a Board of Trade organized parade 
• and an opening ceremony featuring a 100 voice 
chil~en's choir, followed by (June 25) a family 
picnic in the park and Doukhobor Choir in 
recital; an "Almost Anything Goes" Obstacle 
Pace_ (June 26); a Senior Citizen's Day in the 
• Park and a large bore rifle and band gun contest- 
(June 27); a Sportsmen's Dinner and Teen 
Dance (June ~);  a Children's Sports Day (June 
• 29);. a Newfoundland Day - with restaurants 
featuring Newfoundland items and, finally, on 
: July 1, a Pancake  breadfast .  
!Kiti,mat's plans for• Canada W eei~ start  off with 
!an ecumenica l  church service for the 25th., 
:Soccer tournament,  25 hour Dancethon,  ~nd 
Surnmerfest  - all on June  30th., - and the Official 
opening of Kit imat Vil lage - also on F r iday  30th. 
On the last day_( Ju ly/st . )  there will be an 8:a .m.  
Pancake  Breakfast  and, later in the day, a "Mut t  
Show" ,  Parade ,  E thn ic  Food  Fa i r ,  en- 
terta inment by "The Whistlers" and crowning of 
Miss Kit imat. 
P r ince  .Geo_rg~s plans for its celchration of 
Canada Week include a "World Championship 
Gold Pa:nrfin" gContes t "  for_ Ju ly  1st .  
Pr ince Rupert  has a lso dec l~ed its intention to 
par t i c ipate  in the  week  loog  Canada 
celebrations, but its plans ere  not known . . . .  
To date, however, Terrace,  with its Council 
still s itt ing on $2,500 of "Capt. Cook" money,  
seems to have no plans for celebrating Canada 
Week, whatever.  A t  least none that we are  
aware  of. With the Terrace Chamber of Com- 
merce  still looking for ways  to fund the operat ion 
of its newTour is t  information_Centre, it has none 
to spare  for (~anada Week activities.• What  IS 
Can~tda Week, anyhow? .. 
• According to a government  brochure, here is 
what  Canada Week is: 
I t ' s  Our Birthday. 
On July. lst . ,  Canada will be 111 years  old, and 
it 's an. occasion to celebrate.  
"Each  year , "  the pamphlet  explah~s, "a t  this 
t ime,  more  and more  Canadians are finding that  
July_ 1st is more . . than  just a long" Summer  
weekend. I t 's  the culmination of Canada Week, 
Letters 
Canada's First 'Canada Week' 
seven days of festivities from coast to coast, 
from village picnics to special, in honor of our 
birthday. 
"Canada weel~ runs from June 25 to July 1st 
and this year the theme is 'Cenada, it's you and 
me.' During this week, public celebrations will 
be taking place in over 1,000 communities 
throughout our tenprovinces and two territories, 
culminating h3 special events-across the count~ 
on July 1st,. including the traditional nd colorful 
'birthday bash o_n Parliament Hill, in Ottawa. 
"Canada Week is mere~.tllan a giant ogtdoor 
party. It is a time when we stop to think for a 
moment what Canada means to us and what we 
should m~n to each other.? Manyof the Canada 
Week activities erve to remind up of our past 
achievements and of our present prowess in 
many fields. And, perhaps most important of all, 
it is a chance to speak to each other in a spirit of 
fun and friendship; aclmnce tO get to know each 
other better. 
"This yea_r, the dat~ 0 f~. CiUzemlii]~ W~k 
have been changed to coincide with Canada 
Week, Plans are underway to stage ceremonies 
in several regions to honour new Canadian 
citizens. 
"Sports events of all types are a major part of 
Canada Week, from the three legged raceain the 
neighbourhood park to national calibre cham- 
pionships .in the Olympic sports. 
"A ~pecial program twinning each/of our 
provinces and territories with another will result 
in an exchange of athletes arl~ts, personalities 
and Canadians in all walks, of life. 
"Events in  Ottawa on July 1st will include 
displays by our Armed Forces, a huge parade" 
from Ottawa to Hull and back, with represen- 
tatives from every province and territ~ry~ sports 
events of all kinds and one gre~t picnic on either 
side of the Ottawa Rive, linked by Alexandria 
Bridge. 
"In the evening on Parliament Hi!l, poplar 
entertainment by top Canadian artists and a 
gigantic firework display will set the seal on 
Canada Week. 
• "Network television will Unite our celebrations 
dur~.g the 7-day period.. Each  .day dur ing the 
~esk,  CBC regional stations will feature selected 
events stressing .the twinning of provinces and  
territories, highlights of which" will be replayed 
on th# evening of Ju ly  1. During a four hour 
T 
THE BIG PARADE: . The annual gtant parade through cross over into Hull and back, uniting Quebec and 
the streets of Ottawa will be even bigger this year and Ontario on July 1. (Photo Richter, NCC-CCN) 
l 
Two' Years  In  A Ro~ 
Ex-Her ld Reporter Wins Journalism Award 
broadcast scheduled_on Canada Day~ the CBC 
show activities across the whole country as 
well as the big party on Parliament Hill. 
"Re(lie Canada also plans to. telecasf the Ot- 
tawa celebrations with activities across the Blondel .annual aw.ur~ for 
- • .. - -. ,, journalism was won oy Marx country- especlally,m French-spealm~ areas. ~ i~untit^n The oword was 
based on articles • , .. . published 
..... ~ : .... ~ ~" ' ~ ,'~' ~ :' '::, m,m~-Alherni.Valley Times 
!, 
Why Immigrants Go 'Home '
For the second consecutive . Vancouver Sun columnist he wa~ severely injured in an for an invest|gation of bank 
year, the runner up award fn Doug Collins won the $500 automobileacoident, loankick.baeksinvolvingthe 
Greek community in B.C. the lower circulation first award for investigative John Asling of the Prince Honorable mentions also 
category of the MacMillan reporting in the over 25,000 George Citizen won the top went to Eli Sepuw of the 
Dear Sir, 
Since my last letter to the 
Hel'ald, on immigrants, 
returning to their own 
countries, I've had occasion 
to talk with others soon to 
return, and it might interest 
your renders to hear some of 
their remarks, as they 
prepare to return. And~ 
frankly, as a Canadian I was 
somewhat perturbed by the 
fol lo~g remarks- 
1. "We are preparing to 
sell up and return to--after 
20 years in Canada. Our 
friends think this is a foolish 
move." "We have lived 
quite comfortably here, and 
have enjoyed all amenities- 
but we are returning to far 
more pleasant surroundings. 
"Our children, on our 
return to a country, where 
educational standards are 
higher, will he enabled to 
catch up in some subjects, 
and they will he taught good 
diqtion, so lacking over 
here." "We will also have a 
better social ife, and every 
formof enter.tsinmmt." We 
are glad to move away from 
a society where crime is so 
widespread." 
"We are returning to a 
much better type of Radio 
and T.V, than here, where 
intelligence is shown in 
planning programmes- 
where constant commercials 
do not insult our intelligence- 
-where even news broad. 
casts are interrupted by 
oommerelala." 
"And also we are retur- 
ning to a more equable 
climate." Canada isa good 
country in many ways, but it 
is too close to the U.S.A. and 
its way of life is in. 
distinguishable from the 
American way of life. 
Another leaver informed 
me he was leaving because 
of the present insecurity 
here. He stated that - "Our 
stupid North American 
system often condones lay- 
offs of many thousands of 
workers, since it is such a 
help to the employer in the 
way of cutting down his 
overload expenses." 
This person in an im- 
migrant of some 24 yearo in. 
Canada, and a Canadian. 
citizen, and he eays-"My 
happiest year is right now, 
as I sell up and prepare to 
return to my own country., 
Moreover, he ststed-"yon 
can keep your snow and 
winter, I'm off to sunnier 
climes and warmer hearts." 
And finally, he stated-"l 
shall stick with my original 
assessment of the Canadian 
character, that is, that they 
are vandals with a taste for 
luxury and on the whole, I 
have found Canadians, cold. 
hearted, shallow, back- 
biting, and utterly boring, 
also Jealous." 
So then, let's have some 
answers to these criticisms, said for our Government. 
if they're considered not Unlike the USSR, China, 
valid, from true red-blooded Uganda and other 
and patriotic Canadians. totalitarisnregimes, Canada 
Pro Patrla" makes no attempt to prevent 
Ed. Note: any of its residents frbm 
For those wishing to leave leaving the country any time 
Canada, there is this to he theywanttu. 
Plans Approved For 
A New Masset Dook 
Plans for a new publ ic structure wil provide for fuel 
dock at Mnsset ha#e-been off-loading facilities to. 
'approved by the Department service the landing of fuel 
of Public Works, it was barges ranging in size up to 
announced by Sksena M.P. 240 feat long by 60 feet wide. 
and Minister of Statoi Ions A small floating structure 
Campagnolo. will also be required for the 
"The old government dock fueling of small vessels uch 
in Masset was destroyed by as commercial fishing 
fire in January," explained vessels and tugs. 
Mrs. Campagnalo, and a "Tenders hould be called 
decision on a replacement shortly for the project, andit 
facility had been deferred to is hoped that work can be 
see if it would he possible to completed by the end of 
combine it with a dock for November", said the Skeena 
the B.C. Ferry Corporation M,P. "A cost estimate has 
service to the iQueen been prepared by the 
Charlottes. The B,C. F~rry Department of Public 
Corporatiea has yet o decide Works, but cannot be 
on the location of its Quecn released unt~ a contract has 
Charlotte Island terminal, been awardbt." 
however, and it was felt that Mrs. Compagnolo met in 
steps to replace the old dock Masset this-.wookend with 
could not be delayed any Mayor Nick Groue, and 
further," discessed with him the plans 
• The proposed new for the new deck. 
------ViotorJa Bureau--b, Tony.Uao.repr' " '  
tml~..se m.y morality or my ~a l  social problems. 
sanemnomona ~ungemen'.s It is ironic that for all its 
on anyone or threaten thei~ lip service about he need to 
circulation category for a 
series of articles on "moon- 
lighting" by a university 
ban, who carried on outside 
consulting 'work • co 
university time and at 
taxpayers' expense. The 
stories resulted in tightening 
of consulting regulations 
throughout the B.C. 
academic community. 
Medical reporter John 
Braddock of the Vancouver 
Province took the $250 
runner.t/p award in the 
higher 'circulation eatngery 
with a gripping, minute-by- 
minute account of the 
medical battle which saved 
the life of B.C. Lions football 
player Barry Houlihan after 
award for writers on 
newspapers with less than 
25,000 circulation for a series 
of stories examining'the lack 
of psychiatric health care 
facilities in the northern city. 
Five honorable mention 
awards of $100 each were 
voted by the panel of in- 
dependent judges. In the 
higher circulation category 
they went to Stephen Hume 
of the Victoria Colonist, for a 
series on the export of B.C. 
Prince George Citizen, for a 
series on land development, 
and to Inn Weir, for stories 
on a dispute between the City 
of Kamloops and the public 
employees' anion, carried in 
theKax~loops Sentinel. Weir 
is now with the Ottawa 
bureau of Thomson 
Newspapers. 
Judges for the competitioo 
were: David Catton, 
president of the Catton- 
Buckingham Advertising 
native artifacts, and to two Agency; Jim Maclnnes, 
Province writers-Kay marketing vice-preaident of
Aisop, for an interpretative B.C. Telephone Company; 
artiele about attitudes in the end Robin Lecky, publisher 
Quebec-national unity of the Vancouver weekly, 
situation, end Dennis Bell, The Courier. 
in Port Alberni. Hamilton, 
now editor for the weakly 
Maple Ridge Gazette, won 
this year with a series of 
articles on the causes and 
effects of vandalism. 
For several years, up to 
1974, Mark Hamilton was 
general sports and 
photography reporter for the 
Terrace HERALD. Mark is 
the son of Gordon Hamilton, 
of Terrace who was for 
many years the Publisher of 
HERALD in Terrace. 
Says B,O, Ferries Not Living Up To Agreement 
quickly as possible to 
replace the fire-destroyed 
deck with a similar type of 
facility. This type of facility 
is consistent with the current 
level of port activity. In 
addition, I should point out 
that other factors - such as 
the need for deep water 
herthege for tankers - would 
make a dock of this type, 
although probably on a more 
rudimentary (and less 
co~ly )  scale necessary in 
any case. 
-. It is dear that, without 
participation by the B.C. 
Ferry Corporation, 'there is 
simply not enough potential 
traffic to justify the coot of a 
ro-ro facility in Masset. 
- If the B.C. Ferry Cor- 
poration were to agree to 
provide service to Masset, it 
is equally clear that the B.C. 
Ferry Corporation would be 
virtually (if not entirely) the 
only usei" of the re-re facility. 
• In this event, the dock would 
not- in practice- he a public- 
use facility, lout Would be a 
B.C. Ferry Corporation 
facility with provisions for 
use by other cprries. 
The point is clear. Con- 
struction of a public ro-ro 
facility at Masset cannot be 
financially justified by the 
federal government without 
the use of it on a regular and 
sustained basis by com- 
mercial carriers. The only 
such carrier forsseable isthe 
B.C. Ferry Corporation, and 
if tllis is the ease, then it can 
hardly be considered a 
publlc-use federal govern- 
ment without he use of it en 
a regular and sustained 
basis by commercial 
carriers. The only such 
carrier forseeable isthe B.C. 
Ferry Corporation, and if 
this is the case, then it can 
hardly be considered a 
pub l i c -use  fac i l i ty  
warranting a major in- 
vestment by the federal 
government, 
I would suggest hat the responsibility for the sub- 
B.C. Ferry Corporation sidization as may be 
recognize its obligation to requlredofferryandeoastol 
the residents of the Queen freight and passeng~ ser- 
Charlotte Islands and either vices in the waters of British 
prepare itself to make a Columbia.". 
financial investment in the I should also like to bring 
docking facilities that its to your attention the seatiou 
vessels will require at of the Agreement which 
Masset, in which ease I will slates "The Province agrees 
he pleased to seek federal to assume sole roopensibllity 
financial assistance in for deciding which s~vices 
return for a commitmest to should receive financial 
pablicacoess or confirm that assistance and to provide all 
the Corporation will serve such future assistance." 
the needs of the Islands This notwithstanding, I will,' 
through the existing inter, as I have indicated above, be- 
island landing facility at pleased to seek federal 
Skidepte Landing. financial assistance for the 
The actions of the B.C. construction ofa B.C. Ferry 
Ferry Corporation on this 'Corporation dock in Manset, 
question in  recent months on the condition that there "is 
fall short of the commitment public access to the facility. 
undertaken by your The B.C. Ferry Corporation 
Provincewhen it accepted an mns~ recognize its obligation 
annual $8,000,000 subsidy to the people of the Queen 
from the federal government Charlotte Islands. 
to assume, in the words of Sincerely, 
the Subsidy Agreement "sole lona Campagnolo • • 
VICTORIA . Opposition 
leader Dave Barrett's 
denunciation of Health 
Minister Bob McClelland's 
appeal for British Cotum. 
blahs to kick the cigarette 
smoking habit was a 
disgrace. 
And his attack on Me- 
Clelland's peech which took 
place on non-smoker's day. 
May st, points to a 
philosophical dilemma 
within the NDP which has 
hobbled its ability to solve 
social problems- supposedly 
a prime concern of the party. 
McClelland's peech dealt 
with the human and financial 
costs of smoking . costs 
which everybody carries 
because of the socialized 
medical services plan of B.C. 
The Honourable Sam Bawlf 
Minister of Recreation 
and Conservation 
Pariinment Buildings; 
Victoria, B.C. 
V8V IX4 
D~ssr Mr. Minister; 
Thank you for your letter 
dated May 12, in response to 
mine of March 14, with 
respect to the provision of a 
ImbUe-ase dock facility in 
the community of Masset. 
As I am sure you are 
aware, the provision of any 
government service is 
largely determined by the 
amount of use the service 
will receive. In thin context, 
I wish to make the following 
observations concerning the 
construction ofa rull-on, rcil- 
off public dock facility in 
Masset. 
-The responsibility ofthe 
federal governnxant to 
provide public dock facilities 
has never been questioned 
and, indeed, has been 
adhered to  in even the 
smallest and moot isolated 
communities along the 
pacific coast. , 
- The public-use wharf in 
Mascot was destroyed by fire 
in January. Because the cost 
of upgrading the 
replacement facility could 
not be justified by the use 
which would be made of it 
without the involvemmt of 
the B.C, Ferry Corporation, 
action in this matter was - at 
my request- suspended until 
the plans of the B.C. Ferry 
Corporation were deter- 
mined. This was in 
February. 
- By the beginning of May 
no indication of its plans had 
been made by the B.C. Ferry 
Corporation, and the need to 
provide apublic dock facility 
to serve the local fishing 
fleet had become urgent. At 
that ime, I requested Public 
Works MiniSter Judd 
Buchhnan to .proceed as 
Seven point eight percont 
of all physicians' services 
are related to treating health 
problems induced by 
smoking, said McClelland. 
The health ministry 
conservativciy estimates the 
total cost o f  cigarette 
smoking to B.C. at over $200 
million annually. 
Barrett labelled 
,cClelland's speech sane- 
timonious and asked ff its 
acceptable tolock op heroin 
addicts, why not lock up 
cigarette smokers as well. 
He was referring to a 
compulsory heroin treat. 
ment bill which has recently 
been introduced into the 
legislature, 
"I do not smoke," said 
Barrett, "but I will not 
share with and care about 
the poor and un- 
derpriviledged, it is the NDP 
which opposes programs 
which ~0uld lessen the 
burden'Idn taxpayers and 
free fu~dd, which could he 
devot4~l~o s lving the very 
social problems the NDP 
claims to be concerned 
about. 
What Barrett and most 
other social democrats don't 
choose to look .at Is the 
eroding of the rights of the 
increasing number of British 
Columbians who are 
choosing net to smoke. 
If society as a whole is 
paying for the health costa of 
all of its members, it has a 
rightto encourage poqple not 
to impose unnecessary 
burdens on the rest of 
society. 
What Barrett and ether 
social democrats a~'.e 
preaching is rights withoht 
responsibility, a course of 
action which will inflame not 
This fiscal year as in the 
last the ministry of health 
grabbed the largest dollar. 
increase, of the budget, 
rising from $175 million to 
$136 billion, an increase of. 
17.8 percent, 
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The Riders camp, which line plays differently. They finals has been feund taldng , ltungary,nwill field an un. meyhaveJebetoeomideras 
started Sunday, was a week spreadout morethan they de drugs--surfaced" when a changed lbteup as midfleld well." 
GIANT.KILLER AGMN? player Osvaldo Ardlles has NATURAL FOUNDATION behind most clubs in the for Tommy." random dope test en John- Tunisia, whose victory recovered from the leg in- 
s~on after the Pmt match One avenue Sawula 
over Mexico put it high up in jury he suffered in the believes Is.open for ex- ' 
Lions slim down reg is tered  a ~ v .  x, ,o,® wo, Tunnel & Rook Workers 0 ternat iona l  Footbal l  8iant-killen in World Cup Italy is ako expected to ordinat ing vol leybal l  
roster  to Federation (FIFA) had time history, would surpass even field the team which beat programsat the schoollevel. 
to consider the affair, that achievement Lf it beata France2-laftereom~a "lwould ]iketo ue"a Looa l  168  
COURTENAY, B.C. (CP) . for at least 10 weeks wi~ Scottish Football Associatlm mighty Poland at Rosario. first-minute goal. better llaisbn'betwem our  
--  British Columbia Lions ligament problems, general s~retary Emie Walker an- association and .  the : 
today released five players manager Bob Ackled said. nounced that Johnston was curdctdum design in our holdlng 
from their Canadian Foot- Wide receiver Leon being smthome as seen as Seattle yachts lead are a special 
bailLeague training camp to ~ BrtghL..who. #ayed in  the possible and that he would expertise in teaching meth- 
red0ced,thar~r0~tw'to,'80. ~J~:all.sta~game~turday nevet~ again' play for . . . . . . . .  " .... " ods and we feel we could meetin ,__o June  8 1 He~d~¢oa~Vl~'R~pp"let ' IdCalgkiTi~ep0i't~ltocamp Scotland. , World 3/4,ton race 
- go import defensive end Rlch at 191 pounds, compared FIFA may yet impose ~ technical aspects of the 
Glover of Nebraska nd four with. the 174 he weighed at further sanctions m John- sport, a t  the Green Room, 
Canadians--defemive back theendoflastseasoa.Bright stun, butts not expected to VICTORIA (CP) --  Oh- oa the Washington state si& "We're really just 
Don Guy of the Universlty of was the CTL's top rookie in meet to diseuu the affair servers identified th~ e/Juan del~w.a Strait by beginaing. This year we will Terrace 
7:30  Alberta, linebacker Fred 1977. until next week. Sache~, Pemdragm and aircraft observa's, It in- only be competing in our &t 
Brown of Wilffid Laurier, "It ' tight end J. P. Brescacin of (the extra weight) FOUR GAMES TODAY I-Iagarnas leading the firs) eluded Impatience of Vie- second world champ/omhip V.~L~I#~'~'~" tY~. ~"O a'= 
; NorthDak0ta and linebacker hasn't hurt him out there," While Johnston, 31, bows eft-shore see  Mmday nigh], ted& New Infidel of Eagle an d we have a goal of our for t rac t  n ations 
said Rapp. "In fact, his out in disgrace from a .in the calm-piqued world Harbor, Wash., Go~ of wommflnlshlnsin'thetopl2 
o Kevin Scott of Bishops blocking is better." tournament in which he was thr~- ton  yacht race Vancouver and Flamenca of • 
'~ University. Making a strong showing expected to be a major star, series, n n Seattle. 
Following a scrimmage Sachem, . . . . . . .  -e~ among the new defensive the second series of matches skippered by Bill Except for Midnight- :..::::::::::::::::.:.;::::::::::::::.:::::~.::..;::;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::..:..::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~.:::::::::::::::3:: 
:! Funday, Rapp released linemen is ~import Drew 5egins today with four Buehan og Seattle', Wash., Madness, withdrawn ' ew Business s import llncbacker Rod Taylor of San Jose State, games in Groups I and 2. came second in the flrst race Monday afternoon by ' Y ~' 
Bagley of Louisiana Tech, said Babe Caccia of Idaho Reigning champion West of the series Saturday. skipper Mike White of 
• ~ while Canadian wide re- State, a guest coach at the Germany makes three Penndragon of Los Angeles, Seattle because of poor 
i~ ceiver Paul Sheehan of camp and former defensive chang, from the team.that Calif., is captained by John position, the r . t  of the 18- ~ N o t  listed ,n'- 
Western Kentucky cut coordinator of Edmonton struggledtoascorelessdraw MacLauein. yacht,f ield w .  our 
himself, in the opening match against The Hagar, als0 of Seat- c/osely together. 
Import fullback BII Olds of Eskimos, 
Nebraska' injured en the Tayl°r had a brief try°ul P°land f°r its sec°nd game tie'his skippered bY Gerald 1 ~ '  B.0, Tel Oireotory. against Mexico. Duncan amd Joe Goldbe~g, 80 musical miles from 129 - ' • 
first play of the scrimmage, last sea~on with Winnipe~ Dieter Muelle~, top scorer It won Saturday's opening mile~, andrace officials said 
underwent knee surgery Blue Bombers. He's six.foot, in the West German league race. 
Monday night andwillbe lost, five and 247 pounds, last season, and aggressive A second group of boats they expected the first Sports Shorts winger Karl-Heinz Rum.. wusimttednear~dimBay f lnl~thk.temooo. 
WATER LILY BA'Y RESORT- 798.2261 ~' 
Expo's May is scuba-pitcher' " We're *""'°'"""'"'"'-'''''"T"'-'°-'- 
SEEKS 9TH DERBY WIN ' R ICKERT D IES  ' " " 
- -  - -  • BOYDS BODY SHOP . 635.9410 . 
EPSOM, England TACOMA, W. . (AP ,  MONTREAL (C IP ) thatdangerous lbut  the all she thot~ht about was Listed 
(Reuter) -- Letter Piggott Mary Rkkert, whonpkyed. When Rudy May speaks of clame ks in the contract in m]lege, college, college." GEMINI EXCAVATING - 635 .3479 
can stake his claim as the maJor-lea~ze baseball with scuba diving, he isn't ~ ease of Injury. And suppose KICKED SCOUT OUT 
~reatest jockey the world Boston Braves innthe 1940s, about casual sortie~ tomdsts you ~et off to a slow start and May's father was so 
im ~ea if he wi~ l~e Ep- died Saturday" In OakvUl,, make off. southern reefs the club ~ out ,ou w. t  __lure ~the  . .  ~ek .  Herel.,,,e.o,o...o..,.oo..,.,... 
sum Derby on Wednesday. Wash., it was learned loekingforinteresttngshelk diving, it could claim breach aHotmtonAstreesceutoutof DALLY HERALD 
Plggott rides the favorite Tuesday. He was 57. RicketS or wgtching marine life. ~ eontraetY the house. 
Inkerman. If he wins, it will pla~,ed in One World S~riee The 33-year-old left- May worked to obtain his "The scout was talking 
be his, ninth victory--three with theBravesin1948and hander, traded toMontrear divlng credenUals just as he abmta&~0,000bmus,"sald if youwishyourBusinessPhone 63§ 
more than anyone lse in the had a lifetime batting aver. Exposof baseball's National tufted to gain his pitching May, who.later signed with listed (or your  customers please call i 
race's 198-year hlstory--and age of .247. League last winter, also ability. Growing up just off Houston fw an ~,000 bonus. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
his third in a row, a feat . STILL EXCLUDED happens to be a professional the ocean in California, he He has since made up the 
achieved only once before by BANGKOK, Thailand diver licensed by the thought for several years difference in the signing 
Steve Donoghue more than (AP) --  Israel will make National Association of Un- that diving was going to be offers and has "made it up 
50 years ago. another bid to participate in derwater Instructors. hislivelihood. In fact, he still on other ways too, because I 
NAMED TOP PLAYER the eighth Asian Games, Withhis license, he can be plato to fall back on diving really enJoy ~ life-I enjoy 
NEW YORK (AP) -- scheduled for Bangkok in called on at any time for when he quits baseball, playing baseball." ~ /, 
Andre Thornton, the December, despite a vote by mt~gency jobs. But the ;. , 
slugging fcrst baseman of the Asian Games Federation bespectacled six4oot, three- ALWAYS DIVED But May l- ~, developed 
Cleveland Indians, was to .bar it. Federation inch pitcher has been Ive always dived," May shoulder and arm problems , 
mmedtheAmeriean.League pr sident Dawes drydocked due to a clause in said. "I was in the ocean lnlgeSwhllewithCallfornia "/ 
bas&all player of the week Chullasapya said' the his Expos contract, since I was a kid and I used A~gels. 
for the period ending June 4, federation council agreed The c.lame says May to freedive then" with a "I didn't think that I was 
it was announced Monday. todaf  to uphold a 1976 cannot take part in any snorkel, mask and fins, ever golngtobeableto pitch 
Thornton batted .412 for the decision excluding Israel. f~r hazardcm pro~esslonal duty. "When I was 17, I took a again," May said, explainlng ( 
week, bel t .  thr .  home security reasons, , Because, tmderwate~ wtgk 3½monthcotneeove~ingall w~ he went to eommetcial ' , po ,  . 'm--r 'an" Notice 
• runs and driving in ll runs. FIRE KILLS COACH has a certain element o~ I/msee~underwaterdiving diving school. 
~ He scored five runs and COLUMBUS, Ga. (AP) -- danger, he would be end got my licence. That "Now, the diving wam't a 
compiled an amazing 1.069 Paul Lambert, Auburn violating his contract ff he permitted me to take people sport anymore, it was a 
slugging percentage in University's new head were to dive row, down under and teach them, livelihood. , ,: ' 
beconfing'the first CnSians basketball coach, died early The same clause was con- but there wasn't much "It came easily because I ! 
to receive the award, rained in the contract May in that. had done so much of it b player today In a fire that destroyed money as KITIMAT FROM: XOC~ EY MINOR ASSOCIATION • this season, several units of the Airport siSned with his previous "I always wanted to be a youngster." 
BEAN MOVES UP Holiday finn, fire officials team, the American League baseball player. I wmi a But May's parents didn't 
WASHINGTON (AP)  - -  said. Lambert, 43, was Baltimore Orioles. May, who sports scholarship to take kindly to,h is  un- TO:  ALL iNTEREsTED PERSONS, 
Andy Bean, winne~ of the basketballcoachatSouthefn posted 18 wins with the University of San Francisco derwater undertaking, i.e. Coaches, Volunteers, Parents, etc. ' 
Kemper Open's first prize of lllinoistmtilApril7whenhe Orioles last year, came to 10ut I only attended two particularly after ~man was 
SO0,00, climbed to fifth from was named to Suecem uo~ Montreal in a sixplayer semesters until I was old killed by a sharki.la ocean 
14th place on the PGA tour's Davis, who resigned, trade; • money-winning .list, it was hlNDSAY TOP EXEC SALVAGED SILVERWARE contraet."en°ugh to sign a. baseball waten near M y's~auul ito,c~l i f . ,  home. :~)-  vertisedThe Assoclation'Sfor last Thursday,AnnualMayGenera125th, hadMeetingto be cancelledCalled ndduead-to 
announced Tuesday,, Tom ST. LOUIS (AP) --  Tree "Thelast diving Job I'dld He had to wait beeausehis But May said that in all his , Insufficient people present. 
Watson,continues to lead the Sporting News has an- was right after sliring parents worm'S enthmlastlc diving, he has only seen 
rankings, with f~'~03,831. Jack nounced today that Ted training last year," May about him becoming a ~all "three, .. maybe four, Th ismeet lng  has been rescheduled inthe River lodgefor 
Nieldaus has $182,324, Gary Llndsay, gene~almanag~of said. "it was early April and playw, sharks," 
Player $169,543, Huberi Detroit Red Wln~s, hasbeen I hadn't signed the contract. "My dad reed to say, Among those who m 
Green $147,493, Bean selected as 1977-1978 Na- "Another man and I were 'blacks don't be ball happy that baseball has THURSDAY, JUNE Sth ATT:30 PMand 
$137,509, Lee Trevino tionai Hockey 'League hired to try'and salvage a players.' He didn't want me placed May in drydock in his UNLESsTHERE ISASATISFACTORYTURNOUT, 
$13;t,670, Bill Kratzert executive of the year, Lind- boxcar of silverware that to be hurt if I didn't make it wife Carol;who, according to KITIMAT MINOR HOCKEY WILL FOLD. 
• $115,$188, Hale Irwin $11~,048,. say" was selected for the had fallen off a track and to the top. He didn't think I Rudy, "thoushtI was never 
LOll Hlnkle $110,-186, and heifer in a poll of NHh into the river in Maryland. wm good sough to make it going to come up  
AndY North ~92,961. , executives. , "I don't consldw diving I, all the way. And my mum, semetimm." 
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Stevens-Neale pull 
big win for Jr. golf 
SKEENA VALLEY JUNIOR GOLF INVITATIONAL 
June 3 & 4 
Results: 
Boys Champion: Bill Stevons (Smithers) 76 + 70-146 
GirlsChampinn: Lesley Neale (Terrace) 93 + 93-186 
Boys: 18 - 17 yrs. - 
1. Mike Seppala (K) 87 + 78-165 
2. Ran Egan (K) 86 + 91 - 177 
3, Mike Fraser (K) 97 + 98-195 
Boys 16 - 15 yrs. 
I. Colin BruintJes (S) 74 + 88 • 162 
2. Steve Kerbrat (K) 82 + 86 - 168 
Vernon Carruthers (T) 62 +86-168 
4. Clinton Carruthers (T) 94 + 83.177 
5. Stephen Gaunt (T) 92 + 91-183 
Gary Moen (T) 90 + 93 - 183 
7. Robt. Dempster (T) 97 + 106-203 
8. Douglas Denbuer (S) 106 + 98-204 
9. Jeff Longley (T) 113 + 99-212 
Boys 14 - 13 yrs. 
1. Wayne Walrus (T) 76 + 77 -153 
2. GaryStewart (S) 79 + 80-159 
3. Brent Truitt (T) 84 + 62-166 
4. DongStevena (T) 102 +95 -197 
5, Ton/Turchinski (T) 96 + I09- 2O5 
6. Mark Flaherty (T) 110 + 105-215 
7. Mark Whitney (T) 118 + 102-220 
8. Stove Truitt (T) 107 + 120-227 
9. Frank Ackerman (T) 119 -t- 111-230 
10. Bobby Clifford (T) 122 + 120-242 
11. Sheldon Yaninchunk (T) 13t -t- 121 -~2 
Boys 12 & Under 
1. Dean Ray (S) 114 -t- 110.224 
2, David Jephsen (T) 126 + 122-248 
3. Stoves Dunhack (T) 179 + 157-336 
GirLs 16 - 15 yrs. 
1. LiMley Neala 93 + 93 - 186 
2. Susan Jenda 116 +.110 - .226 
Girls 13 & Under 
I. Lisa Ljungh 142 + 128 - 270 
2. Patti Ann Park 138 + 138 -274 
3. Rhonda Hill 136 + 144 - 298 
r 
Badminton "powderkeg" for 
refusal to recognize China 
women and men's bad- 
minton, jump to the WBF, he 
said. 
"But we're staying fornthe 
time being." 
Follashee said 'the CBA 
supports China's entry into 
the IBF and has approved an 
exhibition tour to the 
mainland in October by a 
six-member Canadian.tenm, 
The ~|BF turned down 
appliesUens by Canada and 
Sweden for ,tours to China 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Tree 
International Badminton 
Federation (IBF) is sitting 
on a powderkeg because of 
it's refusal to recognize the 
People's Republic of China, 
says David Foliusbee, 
executive-direotor f the 
Canadian Badminton 
Association (CBA). 
Folinshee said in an in- 
terview Monday that 22 
Asian and African nations 
have defected to the 
breakaway World Bad- earlier this year. n 
mintou Federation (WBF) H~ said the IBF rule about 
which recognixes China, and co~l.~'~ition with China only 
not Taiwan, as ropresen- appli~'to fficial events. 
tstives of the mainland. "We've gone there four 
Canada might have to re. times in six years and our 
adsess it's position if players have gained 
countrieesuch as Japan and tremendously from that." 
Indonesia, who dominate Folinshee said China is 
Taros prove come,back 
tactics good 
Lolling the 'Toros at the 
plate~were J rry Gray, who 
drove in five runs with a 
single and a double; Keithel 
Chauncey, who drove in 
three with two singles and a 
triple; Keith Smith, who 
drove ianthree with a single 
and a triple, and Pat Put- 
nam, who hit a single and a 
holner and got on base three 
other 'times on a pair of 
walks and an error. 
~ Willie Aikenf singled in ane 
nm in the fourth ianingnond 
hit a solo home run in the 
ninth for Salt Lake. Both eL 
San Jose's runs came in the 
bottom of the ninth as Andy 
By THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS , 
Tucson pitcher Dan 
Darwin showed what i t  
means to settle down in a 
Pacific Coast League game 
against Phoenix Giants. 
Mter giving up three runs 
en four hits in the first in. 
eing, Darwin held the Giants 
to one r~un on four hits while 
striking ant eight batters in 
the next seven innings 
Manday night. 
Meanwhile, the Tares went 
to work at the plate and 
blasted their way to a 14-4 
victory that knocked the 
Giants down to third place in 
• Dyes ,walked, stole second 
and scored on a double by 
Jack Pierce,nwho advanced 
to third on a wild'pltcm and 
came home on a eserifico 
Ray Stniger hit a grand. 
slam home run for Tacoma, 
and teammate Brian Doyle 
had five hits for the Yankees. 
•Sl••..,• the Eaktern Division. Salt'Lake City Gulls ad. "--.._Spectrum San Jose Missions 5-2. In the • lone Western Division game, 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS coiver Jim Curry and guard first-place Tacoma Yankees 
wal loped Vancouver BASEBALL Mike Harris. 
American League New York Jets sign line- Canadians 12-3. 
Cleveland lndiansactivatc backers Kevin Bonson and The Portland-Hawaii 
outfielder Horace Speed; Terry Ramsay and running game was pestizmed to Jtme 11 because of the Northwest 
sad  infielder Larry Lintz to 
Pordand of the Pacific Coant 
: League. 
National League 
San Diego Padres dahn 
outfielder Fernando Gun. 
zalez from Pittsburgh 
Pirates. 
BASKETBALL 
NBA 
• Chicago Bnlts name Larry 
Cestelio coach. 
Mitt Ramirez had two . of. 
beck Rich Giaqninto. Airlines strike, and. Vancouver's eight hits off 
HOCKEY Albuquerque Dukes and Jim Lysgaard. including a 
NHL Spokane Indians had the home run in ~he seven in- 
Vancouver Canucks sign night off. ping. 
defencemen Lara Lindgren 
and tars Zetterstroem. 
Minnesota North Stare Amateur  coach  named " 
"sign defeneeman Don 
Jackson; appoint Ted' VANCOUVER (@P) ;-- British Columbia Amateur 
Hampson general manager Km Myotto Of nearby Delta Baseball Association has 
and coach of Oklahoma City has been • named pitching announced. 
farm club in the Contral coach of the Canadian Myette, 32, was a minor. 
Toronto Metros-Cretin 
sign Yugoslavian forwards 
Ivan Lukacevic, Ivan Poljak 
and Keinsi Hafczovie. 
English League 
Sheffield United signs 
striker Steve Finnieston 
from Chelsea. 
Stoke City acquireu 
defender Mike Doyle on 
transfer from Man- 
~esterCity. 
By THE 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Western Division 
W L Ptt GB 
Tacoma 31 19 .M0- - ,  
Portland 26 19 .578 2 
Vancouver.26 21 .553 3 
Spokane 21 26 .447 S 
Hawaii 19 28 .404 10 
Eastern Division 
Philadelphia '~6ers sign Hockey League..., : : : :  
guard Jerry Fort. WHA 
FOOTBALL Winnipeg Jets 81mounce 
CPL resignation of Dr. Gerry 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats Wilson. vice-president. 
release qunrierhack Mark SOCCER 
Cahili, offensive guard Peter NASL 
Copabianco, kicker lan Los Angeles Aztecs fire 
• Hamer, cornerback Joe coach Terry Fisher; name 
Knot.h, linebacker BiB Mur- Temmie Smith in- 
phy, cornerback Ken terimncoach. 
Scarps, defensive back Tom. 
Wanner, slothack Rick Zip 
andrueceivers Kelly Brown, 
: Greg Thurman and John 
Tutfle. 
NFL 
Buffalo Bills sign fullback 
Dennis Johnaoanto a series 
o~ one-year contracts.n 
New York Giant~sign li e- 
ImCker Jeff Grady, running 
baCk Greg Lawson, wide re- 
By THE CANADIAN' PRESS 
NATIONAL LEAGUE 
AB R H Pct, 
Monday, LA. 132 25 44 .333 
Simmons, SL 184 28 61 .332 
Burroughs, Atl 160 21 53 .331 
Grlffey, CIn 215 34 70 .32d 
Buckler, Chl 133 14 43 .323 
N~ldd0x, Pha 168 18 54 .321 
Foster, CIn 214 35 68 .318 
Puhl, Hob 196 24 62 .316 
Clark, SF • 192 32 60 .313 
Smcth, LA 183.31 57 .311 
Doubles: Simmons, St. Louis, 
19; Rose, Cincinnati, 11; Howe, 
Houston, 16. 
Triples: Gross, Chicago, 5; 
Clark, San Francisco, S; Mur- 
car, Chicago, 4; Randle, New 
York, 4; Garner, Pittsburgh, 4; 
Foster, Cincinnati, 4; Rlchards, 
San Diego, 4. 
Home runs: Foster, Cincin- 
nati, 11; Monday, Los Angeles, 
11; Klngman, Chicago, 10; 
Bench, Cincinnati, 10. 
Rues baHed~ln: Foster, Cin- 
cinnati, 42; Montanez, New 
York, .37; Smith, Los Angeles, 
37. 
Stolen bases: Moreno, Pltts- 
burgh, 24; Cedeno, Houston, 18. 
AMERICAN LEAGUE 
AB R H Pet. 
Cmew, MIn 186 30 69 .371 
Sundberg, Tax 160 17 55 ..344 
Rice, Bus 226 d3 76 .336 
Reynolds, Sea 171 15 57 .333 
Cooper, MII 104 32 59 .321 
Pinlella, NY 144 18 46 •319 
Cubbage, MIn 136 14 43 •316 
Brett, KC 127 21 40 .315 
Chombllss, NY 197 29 62 .315 
Whllaker, Del 118 13 37 .314 
Doubles: Brett, Kansas City, 
15; Burleson, 8oston, 14. 
Triples: Cowens, Kansas City, 
6; Rice, Boslon, 5; Rivers, New 
York', 5. 
Home runs: Rice, Boston, 19; 
I~ylor, California, 14. 
Rtms batted in: Rice, Boston, 
57; Zlsk, Texas, 37, 
Stolen bases: Wilson, Kansas 
City, 70; LeFIore, Detroit, 19; 
Crux, Sealtle, 19. 
probably the best baciminton 
nation in the world and 
Canada can. learn farnmore 
playing against them than by 
training with weaker 
nat|0us, n
Canadian men are ranked 
12th internationally and the 
women are seventh, e said. 
If Canada were to jump to 
the WBF, it would not be able 
to compete against IBF 
members. 
'V Seaver strikes fi e game 
winning streak 
national ~ which ~,iJl league pitcher in the" New 
compote in the woi'Id York Yankee, Chicago Cub 
amateur  championships and Cincinnati Red 
int.~ this year in Italy, the organizations. " ~ 
By • THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
Tom's terrific again, 
• "I think he's the old 
Seaver, with improvement," 
says Cincinnati Reds pit- 
thing coach Larry Sh~imrd 
of right-hander Tom Seaver. 
"He's been coming on in the 
last five or six hall games, 
He's just been fantastic." 
The return to form of the 
White Soxs' Stone 
• sympathy suffering 
been a little up but it looked 
like he golfed it and it 
seemed to have overspin. 
Those are. a little 
discouraging, but I'll just 
keep pitching and hope 
things turn around." 
In other American League 
action, Oakland A's beat 
Boston Red Sax 9-7, Seattle 
MaHnors upset New York 
Yankees 7-3 and Baltimore 
Orioles defeated California 
Angels 6-2 in 10 innings. 
A's 9 Red Sex 
Oakland built an 6.1 lend, 
then withstood Boston's 
furious rally behind homers 
by Jim Glee, Carlton Fisk 
and Butch Hobsun befm~e 
36,463 fans on half-price 
n~ht. 
Wayne Gnms con~butod s 
double and two singles to a 
13-hit attaCk for the A's while 
Rice, who had hit a homer in 
the last seven games, 
slammed his 19th, tops in the 
majors. 
Seattle ~ New Yerk 3 
Seattle broke a saves-game 
winlesa string and handed 
the Yankeen their sixth loss 
in seven games, Ruppert 
Jones and Juan Bern l~t  
hadnthrne hits apiece and 
Lee Stanton homerednfor 
Seattle, while New York's 
Paul Blair and Tharman 
Munson hit home runs. 
Orioles 6 Angels Z 
Eddie Murray's tie° 
breaking homer in the 10th 
inning started a fore--rim 
~prising by the Ortolas. A 
two.out error in the ninth 
By THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
The baseball' pitching 
fraternity is suppesed to be a 
doeelmit group, with even 
opposing hurlers feeling 
sympathy for counterparts 
who are performing well but 
have little to show for it. 
But don't ell that to Steve 
Stone of Chicago White Sox. 
"I don't have a drop of 
sympathy," said Stone after 
he outdueiled Rick Waits of 
Cleveland in Chicago's 2.0 
victory over the indiana 
Monday night. Waits has lost 
his last four starts although 
he has pitched six-bitten in 
three of them, including 
Monday's loss to Stone, who 
surrendered just three 
singles. 
"I 'w lost my share of 
wellpitched games, too, so I 
can't feel for what happened 
to him." 
Chicago manager Bob 
Lemon, a formor star pit- 
cher with Cleveland Indians, 
wan a bit kindernto Waits. 
"They both had command 
of their stuff, they're good 
breaking-hall pitchers and 
they showed it tonight." 
Stone, 6-3, struCk out six 
and walked six and never 
allowed a Cleveland tamer 
past second base an the 
White Sox won for the eighth 
time in the last nine games. 
"C  had pretty good stuff 
after the early innings," said 
Steee. "I struggled for a 
while but suddenly it was 
there." 
Waits was annoyed at 
giving up Bill Naberodey's 
two-run double in the fourth 
i n l~ ,  " 
'.'When. 1 have stuff like 
that, I should throw a 
shutout," he noted. "The hall 
Nniiorodny hit IZ~ly have 
Cincinnati ace has been  
marked by a five-game 
winning • streak, including 
Monday night's six-hit, 2-1 
decision over St. Louis Car- 
dinals. 
That improved Seaver's 
record to 6-4 after a bad start 
that took him until May 6 to 
gain his first victory, n 
While Seaver continued to 
win, Los Angeles Dodgers 
were going in an entir..dy 
different direction. ~'ne 
defending National League 
champions lost their fifth 
struight game, a 9-8 decision 
to New York Mets. 
The defeat wan especially 
galling for the Dodgers, 
since they led the Mete by 5-2 
at one time. The loss kept 
them 5½ games behind 
front.running,San Francisco 
in the NL West. 
"We're not down too 
much," said third bas.eman 
Run Cey. "The important 
thing is to get this thing 
turned around and start 
winning. We are in a three- 
team race now and have to 
be concerned about both San 
Francisco and Cincinnati. 
The way things happmed 
tonight is typical of the way 
have been happening 
all year." 
The Giants held on to fret 
place by a half-game over 
the Reds after a 4-3 lima to 
Philadelphia Phillien. In 
other National League 
gamiM, Chicago Cu~ beat 
Houstan Antrca 2-I, Atlanta 
Braves defeated Pittsburgh 
Pirates 8-4 and Montreal 
Expos beat 'San Diego 
Padres ,,-3. 
Beaver's victory was 
achieved with the help of 
Du Drisssan's RBI single in 
the eighth inning off Car- 
dinals right-hander Bob 
Forech. Th~ Cardinals' run 
against Soaver was 
unearned. 
Mats 9 Dodgers 8
Bill Russell's wild throw 
ua Doug Flynn's ~)under 
with two outs in the ninth 
inning enabled Tim F,.ii to 
score the winning ru~ a~ 
New York best Los Ang~Iv 
The Mets scored three t~nes 
in the ninth off the ~.i:ird 
Dodgers pitcher, loser Terr~ 
Foreter. 
Expos 4 Padres 3 
Andre Dawson hit a two-. 
run homer in the second 
inning and later scored the' 
go-ahead run in the seven~ 
to pace Montreal over San 
Diego. Winner Rudy May 
scattered nine hits before 
needing last-inning relief 
help from Mike Garman• 
With the score tied at 2-2, 
Dawson was bit by an ~rie 
Rasmussen pitch leading off 
the seventh. He then stole 
second and scored two outs 
• later when Dave Cash 
singled. The Expos then 
scored the eventual winning 
run on Ellis Valentine's RBI 
double in the eighth. 
Phlmes 4 Giants 3 
Rookie Jim Morrison hit a 
two-run homer in/he eighth 
inning and Bob Boone 
followed with a pinch-hit shot 
to rout Vida Blue and give 
Philadelphia ts victory over 
San Francisco. Blue had 
pitched atwo-hitter until the 
eighth and led 2-I before the 
Phillies scored three runs 
with none out en route to 
their fourth straight 
triumph. 
Cubs 2 Astros 1 
Ivan DeJesus' bases- 
loaded single in the ninth 
inning scored Stove 0n- 
tiverue from third base as 
Chicago beat Houston. The 
hit came off reliever Joe 
Sambito after home plate 
umpire Dutch Resnert had 
ejected starter Mark 
Lemougello from the game 
for arguing afourth ball call. 
Braves 8 Pirates 4 
Rookie catcher Dale 
Murphy broke a tie in the 
ninth with a grand slam 
home run to boost Aflanta 
over Pittsburgh, 
English County Cricket 
LONDON (CP) Results of 
inning by ~Bflly Smith ,, English County Cricket 
allowed California to tie the matches played Tuesday. 
game.n , At Lords: Kent beat 
Baltimore's J im Palmer Middlesex by six wickets. 
• h,ad;i;•~,  .~ .con~cktiy~ Middksa;geand• 193; Kant 
seoreless inning streak 196~ and• 96, for~ fern'. Mid. 
stol~ped at 30 when Calf- diese= four points, Kent 17. 
fornis scored in me third. At Mlddiedzroagh: 
Uplands hosts track andfield meet 
Dear Track 'and Field Coaches,. meet starts. The top 3 in each heat will be ~osen 
The Track and Field season has come to a for the f inals. (The 800m will not be run in 
close, we hope eye,one enjoyed the meet. If heats.) 
any of the coaches ~ant to know the results of an 5. Individual competitors are allowed 9. events 
individual athlete in a heat or a final, please in 1 category and 1 event in the other category. 
contact Mr. Anshem~ at Cassie Hall. He has all They may also run in 1 relay and the 1500m. 
the Track and Field judging papers in his They may not run in more events than stipulated 
po,~ession, here. 
e following clothing was picked up aflei" the 6. All coaches must have competitors at event 
event, please contact me if any of this clothing is 5 minutes befor it starts. Anyone not present at 
from your school. ~ ; race time will be scratched andnot allowed to  
1. A red hooded Sweat coat with a `white ann run. * Please make sure your runners and par- . 
blue stripe running down the length of each arm. ticipants are present at the right time. 
2. A blue sweat topwith 3yellows~ipes running 7. Any disputes will be handled by the Track 
down the length of the arms. and Field Marshall (That's me folks!). Please 
3. A striped blue, yellow, dark blue, white T come and see meif there is a problem. 
shirt. 8. Shot put will be the 6 lb. for beth groups. 
4. A white T Shi~t. 'Discus will be the smallest one made--for both 
5. A light blue' ski jacket, categories. 
9. If there are any questions please phone me 
Results ~ were as follows: at 635-2721 or at home 635-4642. Thank you and 
GIRLS BOYS OVERALL have fun.  
Clarence Michiel , 65.5 65 130 I Some event  ent rants  
Cass ie Hall  42 35 .77 2 
Uplands 34 41.5 75.5 3 open boys: - epon glrini- 
Thornhill 34.5 30.5 65 4 10o M ... XOo M ... 
1, Brant Rogers -- CI, 1. Amy Lloyd --  ~. M, 
VerJtas 23 27 50 5 Michid 2. Lynn Bentley --  C. M. 
Copper Mounta in 16 18 34 ' 6 2, Kevin Marshall -- CI. 200 M . . ,  
Albuquerque 2; 24 .$29 - Parks ide  " 7 11 18 7 Michiel 1. Lynn Bentley -- Copper 
Centennia l  Christia~ 0 , 1 1 8 zoOM . . . .  Mto. 
1. Terry Braun -- Casaie 2. Tammi Wilson -- Cassio 
Salt Lake 21 21.5o0 1 The handicap trophy'is awarded to Uplands Hall Hall 
Phoenix 2s 26.49o 2 Elementary 169, r0econd Park, side 136, third 2. Brent Rodgars - -  Ci. 40o S ...' 
• Michiel I. Cheryl Bulleid -.- C la rence  Michiel 130.5, fourth Copper. Mountain Uplands 
Tucson 24 27.471 3 130, a l so  Ver i tas  i30, sixth Cassie.~ Hall 111, ,100M ... 1, Sesn Boyd-- CI. Mkhtel Ludnda Stotnke -- CI. M. 
San Jose 22 31 .415 6 seventhTh°rnhi l177ie ighth CentenniadChr ist ian 2, Craig Wlllinmsan --  800 M ... 
. .  1. oleo S.tton el. 
• Monday's Nmuns Anyone missis equipment please contact  ' mchiei 
Taesma 12, V,ncouver 3 Cindy at Copper Molmtain. Thank you for your 1.1.~,~nBeyd--Cl. Michiel 2. Yvette Levesque --y 
Stilt Lake 5, San Jose 2 help in getting the =ithletes there on time. Joan carrulro - -  .Vurltss Copp~ Min. " " , . 1500 M ... 1980 M .,. " 
Tucson 1,~, Phoenix 4 YOUrs t ru ly  ~ ' 1, Jce P l res -  C~sle Hall Cieo Sutton ~ CI. Mlchid 
.m. - - .  D.J .  Langton ~ Norman Larsan-- Copper g. Shannon' Bapte . . . .  
CHINA WINS TITLE 1. Scoring All events will be scored 3 for 1st, 2 Min. Upland= Long Jump ... Long Jump ... 
HaNG KONG (UP) -- for 2nd and i for 3rd. ,1~e 1500 m is an exception z. Cheryl Bullei¢l ..-' ;hies beat Canada 15-12,n15. 1, Joe Sabine -- Cassia Uplands 
7, 15-9 to win the men's title tO this rule. 4-1st, 3v=-2nd, 3-3rd and so on to :/~ Hall • 
in an - international in- for 8th place. School with the highest number of • 2, Terry Braun -- .ca~e Amy Lloyd el. ~chinl 
vitational volleyball tour points wins themeet. Ha. Righ Jump. . . .  1. Sandra Boyne - Ca~e 
nammt Tuesday. The handicap system will be'calculated onthe High Jump ... 1. Kevin Marshall - -  CI. Hall 
COI~DITION IS SERIOUS following formula:  Michiel 2 JenniLer Daumont -- 
DOUGLAS, isle of Mnn • largest school enro lment  number  of points David Chambray -- CL Cassie Hall 
Renter) -- ~ condition of enro lment  of your school X ~u make Michiel Discus 
notorcycl'st Pat Hennen 2. There are  2 competitors per event  except he Discuss.., Casaiel' ChristineHall Gaunt -.- 
Alan ,Hilderbrnnd -- CI, vas sereous Tuesday after . . . . . .  4xl00m which will have 1 team and the 1500m' mehid 2. beanie Hilm-Uplands 
ds mgnspeeo crass en me • • 
sle of Man Tourist Trophy whtch wlll have 5 or less runners  per school. 2,GenrgeOiiveris-Cassie 8hot Put ... 
'acing circuit Monday when 3. Age categories are u l0 G & B, U l l  G & B ,  Hall 1. Tcaeey Shoridan -- CI. 
• ' Michlel 
ive people died in accidents UI2 G & B, Open G & G.. The competitors age is Shot Put ,,. • 
luring and after racing. The taken as of January  ist.  1, David Chambray -- Ci, Hall2' Cathy McLarty~ -- Ca~de 
~meriesn ace, who has been 4. Coaches must  submit  names of all cam- Michiel • 
'~allenging this year for the vorid 500ca riders cham- petitors in the  events  by May 29th. Make sure ' Darrel Phillips -- Uplands Triple Jump .., Triple Jump .,., ~ trina Janda -.- 
fionship, was reported to yOU put your best runner (fielder) in the no.1 spot 1, Noel Valder -- Verims 
have multiple lacerations, andno.2rdnner(fielder)in'tbeno.2spotbecause 2, Toni. Ruksys -- CI, 2. Cheryl Buileid ~.... 
but no fractures.,. , nil runners ~ill be placed in'heats before the Miehiel Uplands 
canhiro beat Hampshire by 
10 runs. Lancashire 254 and 
130; Hampshire 228 and 146. 
Lancashire 19 points, 
Hampshire six. 
At Swamea: . Mntch 
drawn. Letcentershire303 f~ 
seven innings closed and 197 
for four declared; 
Yorkshire beat Wor- 
centorahire by eight wickets. 
WiM~esteruhlre 20 and 185; 
Yorkshire 314 and 74 for two. 
Yorkshire 19npeinis, Wer- 
eestenhire five. 
A t  llford: Essex beat 
Northamptonahire by an 
and 39 runs. Nor- 
thamptousbire 195 and 223; 
Essex 457 for t~ve declared. 
Essex 20 points, North- 
eunptombire two. 
At Bournemouth: tan- 
Glamorgan 302 for nine 
declared and 130 for four. 
Glamorgan seven points, 
Leicestershire eight. 
At Hove: Somerfet best 
Sussex by four wickets. 
Sussex 306 for six innings 
eliMed and 151; Somerset 259 
and 199 for six. Somerset 17 
. points, Sussex eight. 
Other match: 
At Oxford: MCC b~t 
Oxford University by 56 
runs. 
IMPORTANT MEET ING 
Please atteml our next meeting. 
TIME: June 7, I1:00 p.m. 
PLACE: NWC Colkge, S330 McConnelh Room 204 
AGENDA 
- fees 
. nominate officers 
. set membership fees 
- pesslbllltles of self-sufficient operation 
WE NEED YOUR OPINIONS AND SUGCIESTIOHS IN 
ORDER TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS. 
The Childmlnding Centre 
-VERSATILE. 
DT10O 
Seas" 
Here's a dual-pu rpoee motorcycle to fit almost 
anyone's needs. Motocross features and design 
make the DT100 at home in rugged off-road 
terrain. Fully street legal, too. so it's great 
around town. Not a mini. but smaller than a 
full-size Enduro, tho DT100 is the little bike 
that's just right. 
TOOVEY SERVICE 
6 Grelg Dealer Llcence No. 02013A 63~. 
KITIMAT LIOHS 0LUB 
First Prize. Trip to Amsterdam 
Seoond Prize. $260.00 
FR00EEDS TO S00GER ASS001ATION 
Available By MMIIng Form To. 
Kltlmat & Dlstrlct Soccer Assoc. 
8OX 314, Kltlmat, B.C. 
N.6~E.__  
ADDRESS. 
i NO. of T ICKETS_ . . ___ . .~+ $I.00-I- 2$chandllng 
Tickets may be purchased Tota l s_  
at the Bay Coffee Shop 
Lottery Ticket LIc. No. 26031 
/ 
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right to clessify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determlne page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classifi/ 
or relect any advertisement 
and to raisin any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertl.sement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an" 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
• documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
recolved by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting ~pace 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing In the ad. 
verflsement as published. " 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the .advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omiffed ~em only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greoha¢, 
", then the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
agslnst any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the :work 
invbl~ed. ~: :,:,~: ;~?. ~1, 
Publ ished at  Terrace 
B.C. 5 days  a week 
Mon.-Frl. mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Crornack 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive October I ,  
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carr ie r  ruth 3.00 
By Carr ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00. 
• By Ma i l  6 ruth 22.00 
By Ma i l  year  40.00 
Senior Cit izen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.08. 
'E0x 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 2M9 
• Telephone: 
112.604.635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Order of fho Royal Purple 
annual tea for Senior 
Citizens to be held Wed- 
nesday, June 7. at 2 p.m. In 
the Elks Hall. All sonlors 
welcome. For tran- 
sportaflon please call" 635. 
6643. 
'IMPORTANT MEETING 
'Please attend our next 
meeting. Time- June 7, 8:00 
The history department at 
CLASS IF IED RATES Northwest Community 
College will be orgenizing a
LOCAL ONLY: : series of open discussion 
20 words or less $2.00 .per meetings on "Why 
;nsertlon, over 20 words 5 ]Revolutions?", "Why 
cents.per word, Wars?", a closer look at the 
3 or more conse.cutive in. inter i 'e]at ion between 
sertlons $1.50 per insertion, political, social and 
economic factors in 
REFUNDS: domestic and Internallenal 
First insertion charge d for relaUons in the 20th century. 
CORReCT,ONe: , 
'Must he made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS:' , 
75 cents pick up. 
SI.25 mailed. 
whether run or not. Anyone interested is 
Absolutely no Yefunds after welcome to attend the fL,'st 
ad has been set. " meetin~ on Thursday, May 
18, from 7-10 p.m. in room~0~ 
on the college campus 'to 
watch and discuss g0 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available •upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $S.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL.  POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per •column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 Per I!~e per month. 
On • 4 month basis only. 
" DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: , 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
pobllcotlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~.00 on all 
,N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING ' DESCRIP- 
TIONS: ". 
No charge provided .news 
submitted within one month. ~ :;
~0:  peadut f lon~~l~.  
w~dlng~add4wl e~a~lem ehl~ 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
wlthout picture. Subject to  
condensation. Payable .In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN. 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.S0 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE ¢15-O7 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
The Terrace Dance 
Association wil l  be 
presenting a Dance Seminar- 
Workshop on June 24th and 
25th to be held at Clarence 
Mlchle| Elementary Schoo!, 
Terrace, B.C. This weekend 
is open toall Individuals over 
age 6. 
Miss Shella Marshall a" 
member of the Royal 
Academyof Dsnclng trained 
at the Rae Burns 'Dance 
school, the  Wynne Shaw 
School of,CDanco and Three 
Summer Sessions at the 
Banff School of Fine Arts. 
The¢e will be four 
catagorles available Ballet, 
Tap, Modern.Jazz and 
Acrobatic.Gymnastic 
Dancing. Fee of S20.00 wil l  
cover any or all sections 
taken over the two days. 
Registration forms may be 
obtained at Terrace Sight 
andSound or Terrace Public 
Library. Please pro register 
by June 16, 1978 to P.O. Box 
286, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A9 
Representatives from l the 
B.Q. Mlnlstry of Education, 
Health ,/and Hurnan 
R.esources will be In Terrace 
to attend an early childhood 
dacum m~e~tlng tobe held at: 
Northwest Community 
p.m.. Place - NWC College, college, Wednesday, June 7, 
5030 McConneli, Room 204. , 1978 ~ .~ 7 p.m. 
. Agenda: They ~lsh to talk to the 
• fees people lh the community 
- nominate officers about early• childhood 
. set membership fees training programs. 
• possibilities of self suf- B.C.O.A~.P.O..Annual Fall 
flclent operation. 
We need your opinions and Bazaar. N(;vember lath 
suggestions In order to suit 1978. Arena Ban.Cluat Room. 
your needs. WednesdaY, June 7th will be 
• the last Terrace Art 
Association Picture Loan 
Thursdey, JuneRthT:()Op.m. until September 6th. Psin- 
Films to beshown'next door tings should be returned by 
(to Kalum Kabs) about 7:30 p.m. to the Terrace 
alcohol and drugs. For more Library Arts Room so they 
Information contact: Rob ) can be put on display for 
(streetworker), JeAnne - selectlon. Arrangements can 
638.4780; Marueen. 635.4~'~ then be made for the sum. 
mer rr;onths rentals. 
minutes of animeted films on 
"The History Book" which 
focuses on the time pealed 
from the 1800's to today. 
This is a free community 
service which will cont~ue 
tmtll June lS. 
The Terrace~ Dog Club wlll 
hold Its monthly meetlng, 
Wednesday, June 14th 8:~0 
p.m. at the Thornhlll 
Community Hall. 
The Terrace Dog Club will 
host the .monthly Flea 
Market at the Thornhlll 
Community Hell, Sunday, 
June 11th, I p.m. to 4 p.m. 
25c admlsslon at the door. 
For further Informatlon call 
035-4217 
Help the Golden Rule. Buy s 
raffle ticket on return air 
fares. Draw July 1st. Attend 
1000 dollar bingo on June 11 
at Thornhlll Community 
Centre. Added door prizes. 
Sponsored by the Kermode 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for. the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
": Call O's at 635-2238 between 
.l~.~:elt~J:3' ~.m., We wlJl'ir~; 
f~ek  e ~rrar~jementS 'for; 
pickup. 
INCHESAWAYCLUB ,, 
Meet every Tuesday night a~ 
8 In the Sheens Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
~5.3747.or ~5-3023. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would • appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP.~ 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 6~S.$233, or leave 
donations at th6 Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Ayenue' on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
PARe-NYS I~ CRISIS ~' 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you. con.." 
stantly yell at.your children,.' 
or hit them, or find It hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving con. 
structlve parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confldentisl. 
Phone Mary or John 635•4419 
A I-~ather.Tartan Society Is 
being formed with the 'In- 
terest of promoting .Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2486 as soon as possible. 
RAPE REL IEF  . 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL I15-TSSl 
OR 
63,5.7720 
(ctf) 
~keena District "C,Ir ' I~G~ 
would like to announce the 
opening of a. Land Ranger 
Compmy In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls hetweon the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are in.' 
terested please call 635-3081 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
Weight .'Watchws meeting 
iteld Wwy Tuesdoy at7 p,m. 
at ths Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 'Lazllle Avenue. 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazqlle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop In on SetUrdays 
from 11:00.4:30 p.m. 
IT SNOWS WORDS 
Canadian ]~ekimea h ve 14 
differentwords for snow. 
Skeena Health Unit ~'AT D7-3T with dozer $3500. 
3215.2 Eby Street ,';,~g blade to fit DRC or MARINE ' 
Terrace, B.C. D7 new condition $2000. . 
0.6307 Terrace 635-3305. • + 
The following are a few of • ' THE HOBBY Hu;r - 
the services offered locally Ceramic supl)lles & PORTABLE BUILDINGS For sale: 18' aluminum 3 and 5 acre parcels on 
by your Health Unit Staff: Greenware, air br£shlng Kitchen-Olner,'12 man unit, Rlverhoaf, 70 h.p. let and Woodland Park Subdivision 
CHILD HEALTH CON. evalLihlt - cuslorn fl~ng. 10'x 28' Including Garland trailer. Plus accessories. $14,000 and $1900. Two Io.ts 
FERENCES. " 31)34 McNeil St. gas range with 6 burners, 2 Contact Paul 624.3434 after 5 only left. One with creek. JD 
. Held weekly at the Health 635.9393 ovens, broiler, griddle; 10 p.m. Prince Rupert (c6-7) Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, 
. . . .  cu' refrlg; ~ one-third HP Comox, B.C. vgN 4B4 phone 
Unit every Tuesday from RUPERT STEEL & water pump;1411neal feet of 18' Cabln Cruiser and tral ler 339.4736(c50.julyl) 1:20- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
f~ an appointment . SALVAGE LTD. Formica counter and cup• 635-5888 (p3-7) " 
Held at Thornhlll We buy copper, brass all boards $1500; Build your home among 41. MACHINERY Recreation Centre on the metals and batteries. SHOP - Tool House 8'x16' beautiful arge cedars on 10t 
fourth Friday of every Location - Seal Cove heavy pipe frame enclosed FOR SALE isox210 Skeena St. Asking 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. Open til l 5 p.m. Mon. to Sat. with ~/a" plate, Skidded $750. '11,500.08 CHfers. Phone 635- 
Please phone for an ap PItone624-.~39 Mounted on tandem axle 5102 after 6 and weekends. 
polntment. ' 1C $1500 can deliver Terrace 1968 Lincoln Welder Model (p3.1) 
16,  - Babysltters who bring LOST O-3305.(p3.5) SA200can be viewed at rear 
of Pacific Northern Gas Ltd., For Sale: 80x100' lot. Vlew~ 
children must have parents MILLER.BOY'  STONE 2900 Kerr Street, Terrace. ' at McNeil St., Thornhlll. On 
written consent for Im- BURR GRAIN MILL -new Sealed bids will be accepted water system. Asking~,000. 
monlzatlon. Lost: Ladies Bulova Ac~ and guaranteed. A $400 up to June 30fh. Highest or Phone 635-7540 or 635-2056 
ADULT CLINICS cutron watch at Lakelse value for S295. Terrace635• any bid not necessarily (ctflu4) 
These are held at the Health Lake picnic site. Reward 3305 (p3-5) accepted. (c5-8) 
43. ROOMS 
FOR RENT 
Unit on Monday, Wed• offered. Phone635-2667.(p2. 
nesday, and Friday from 6) 100 gel oil tank $60; Tlmken 
3:08 - 4:10 p.m. bY ap• transfer case $100; 4 per• 
polntment only. A white long haired female table buildlngsfrom 16't030' 
PRENATAL CLASSES cat with green-yellow eyes. in length $750 to $1500. Successful store for salei in 
.Classes are held throughout She's two years old. Missing Terrace 635-3305 (p3.5) Room for Rent: New large Terrace. Complete ~ith 
the year at Intervals for from the lower Albatross • heusokeeplng room suitable equipped butcher shop,: 8 
expectant parents. Phone area of Kitlmat. Any. In- FOR"  SALE: for working man, stove, coolers and freezers. I wa'lk- 
the Health Unit for detsils formation would be ap• -Private Art Collentlonll fridge, everythlngfurnished. In, 3 bedroom dwelling :at- 
and registration, preclatod. Contact 69 Brant -Acryllcs, oils & water• Central location, separate tached. One rental ho~se, 
HOME NURSING CARE or call 632-2924. (eft) colours by: entrance, parking, and occupled,3 bay garageall on 
Nursing caGe ln the home for -A.M. N~hrlng, W. Hum. cablevlsion supplied. 635• one acre of land. Annual 
those who need it on referral Lost from the 3300 Block of phrey, Irene Homer, 2145 (p3-7) sales almost double asking 
• price. Assumable mortgage. from their family doctor. Thomas. Smallblackfemale -S. Sands, etc. 47. HOMES 
Terrace area only. . cat with white spot under .Old bottles, dated pre•1905 Call 63.5.5202 for details. 
HEALTH PARADE chin. Wearing yellow collar -Misc. Items FOR RENT (p20-17) 
For 4 year old chlldren. Held end goes by the name of -2 complete Beds, 39"x60" 
on third Monday of every Sarah. Reward offered. Call -Corner Lamp Table .' For Sale Prime Tire 
month. Developmental, 035-2168 or 638-1064. (ctf) -Boys' Hockey Skates, Size 3, 1 .3  bedroom duplex rent. Business with gas service 
vision, hearing screening No pets allowed. Close to etc. - 4 bedroom home, 9. H T CCM, perfect condition : dane. Please phone fo r  1 -Please Phone . 635.6843 schools 635.6502 635.2182 completely furnished, 1,/2 
appointment. ELP WAN ED anytime. (p5-7) beth, many extras, situated 
PRENATAL BREATHING ; • 68 miles north of Terrace. 
& RELAXING EXERCISES ' 
Held every Thursday at• Need im mediately in One Frontier Canopy fits full Apply C. Rifler, Box 183, 
sized plckupwith 8' fleetslda Terrace, B.C. 633-2326 (cff) 
terneon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Terrace, 3 Avon represen• box, 1 year old $400. 1 tur- 
V.O. CLINIC tatives to work in following bosonlc turbo charger 3 bedrooms, in town. Held every Monday at 3:30 areas: Keith to Graham, completewith Kit for 340 and 
0rbyeppolntment. between Kenney and 360C.I.D. DodgeV8,englnes Pleasant St., 6 year old 
SANITATION Molltor; Straume and used one month $700 firm. 1 house. Asking $35,000 635. 
The publlchenlth inspectors Hamer from Sparks to Chevy small block 4 barrel 7796 (p5-5) 1975 Valiant Custom, 13000 
4 mi. p.s., p.b., electric rear are now situated In Eby Kalumandtreilercourt;and Intake monlfold. $40. 1 For Sale: 3 bedroom spIi Window defogger, block 
Street. They will be pleased. Queensway, Bobslen to Mallory Infar'ed' eledronic |level r bench area. 4 years I heater, premium condition. ' 
to assist wlthany sanltatlen Kirsch. For more in- cenversion with new 
problems, formation call  Margret at di~frlbutor end mallory coil |left at 1OV4 percenfJ Phone 635-5102 after 
~sumable mortgage. More I 6 & weekends..(AS-eL,. ~; AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 635•3166 (¢2-6) fo~; .Ch. ev.y ,.3~O:~V8 $~.~ ;,,1 ilnformatlon ~3320 after :51 ,~ ...... , Held at4612 Grelg Avenue . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Heering ests will be done by ;'~'~: HELP WANTE:D C~sseffeAccordlan, llke.i~e~v ip.m" (p10-10) ' / 
doctor's referrals. Tel No. Earn • 2 hours a day. 8208 $$~. Phone after 6tL~5.7924. For Sale: 1976 Ford F.100, 
638-11~. a month commission plus !1~-5) . top condltlo~, 17000highway 
LONG TERM CARE prizes. For details write miles. Regular service. 1000 52. WANTED 
57, 
AUTOMOBILES -~ 
Office at No.205-4721 Lazelle Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 For Sale: I electrolux vac. mile oll changes. Phone 635- 
5980 Monday thru Friday 6 to 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. West Ha.stings St., Van. Complete with pewerhead. , T0 RENT 8:30p.m. (p2-5) 
Assessmentandplannlngfor couver VRB 1H7, or Mr. T. Excellent condition. Phone . 
those eligible for Long Term I)lamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, 635.5257 day or 635.6609 eves. 
Care. , B.C.V2CSKI.(W) ,(p5.5) Wanted to rent: 2 or 3 1977 Camaro350 4speed, p. 
• bedroom house. Phone after windows, p.b., t i l t  steering, 
HANOICAPPE'U': L "Full or pert.time. Hereisan 6 638.8325 (p5-8) p.s, $5,800 O.B.O, Phone 635- ~A~D TO 
Office at No. 205.4721 2716 after 6 (p5-1,2,5,6,7) 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. opportunity to earn extra 
Assessment and guidance money, f~ - Se per hour. , . . . . . .  
Training ~ Is available. For , ' 
for v=ational and social -Interviews Call Marnle 635. Office Space for Rent: 2700 ..lie ..It NOW 
rehabil itation done by 9721anytime (Fuller Brush) sq. ft. on Grelg Ave., 
consultant. (ctf)  Reasonable rent. Lease 
available. Phone 635-1263. Aluminum "SK'EENACENTRE Live.in manager for apart. (ctf) 
Skeeea Centre offers to the 
Senior .Citizens of the m ent building. 638.1032 (c3- 
6) ,.-- 37. '  PETS:' Terrace and Thornhl,l area SheetS the following services • 
. Activity Centre for hen• 
dlcratts Reg l ' s te red  Go lden  2~ pw X 36 D " • Day Care for working 
people For Sale: Rebuilt Retreiver. 6 weeks old S185 
- Drop.In for compsnlonship Volkswagen engine and Phone 846.5455 Sml,thers. 
trans, rlms, pocket seat and (C5•12) 12 sheets only= 3.75 & coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8•4.  double belt massager,;blrd 
Transportation available, cage, with stand. Phone 635- 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge ..,) THE DALLY HERALD 635-2265 
For Sale: Stereo system . Wanted to Buy: Hard-top 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. Harmon.Kerden Pablo ST•7 tent trailer, to sleep 2 or 3 3212 Kalum St. Terraoe 
ElectrlcM and RefrlgerMIml turntable, clynaco A.25 Phone 632.7855 (c1.5) 
'contract. speakers, Sansul head. 
"Rouse wiring, phones, ,Yamaha 610 am- db,, !~.~ A ~,~ ~ ~ ~,. ~ ~ ~,~ ~ ~,* A~ ~,~ ~ 
; M5-S176 pllfler, Sohy front.loader ~r -~ v -.i,- -~- -,~ v ~ ~ ~,- -~  -q~ v ~,~ ~ 1 F 
csssefle deck, sol Id 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP Mahegony..stereo stand. ~ ~ 
Reconditioned bikes. and • Phone 635.4373 days 635.3846 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates, after 7 p.m. (c5.5) j 
GOLDEN RULE vacuum cleaner with power 
Odd Joh,s.for the Jobless. nozzle,. In very good con• 
• Phone 635-4538. 3238 Kalum dltlen. Phone 635.6672 (p3•7)1 m ~.~ --- am --~ . - ~  i~~ .~ 
GEMINI EXCAVATING ' Cabin tank for pickup truck; 
LTD. 16.6 gallons, 8~rack player 
(WesAndrews) with quick release bracket. ~Hi i l~ l _ ] r~ 
Backhpe Work Phone 635.6516 (c5-9) 
•" Hourly & Contract 
O.3479anytlme 18 cu. ft. deep freezer. 2 year presents a 
(A J12) old. V!scount 63.~.5888' (p3•7) , .A I  Jl. ~ ~) 
For Sale:" Household fur- - - -  ~ - - ,omu'e[e  
TIIE¥ EAT GUINEA nltur.e. Dinette suite, 
PIGS bedroom suite, living room 
Many people in South suite etc. Phone 635.3117. )tA.. " uopy ,ng  
Amedea eat cooked ~dnna (p5•7) 
v~ ~u~b. and , 
ring 9isplay 
Near ly  2,/= acres at  4928 Twed, e A~nue I 
WEONESDM and TINIISI)M, JUNE 7th 1 8th l 
. , , . , . ,  ,o u . , . . , .  ,,,oo, w,,. A_M_ t 
I " 
I: mountainview 10 o 6 P.M. I) 
! Offers over $30,000 will be considered. ' ,ZIP TOP PNOTOGOPIER, 30 BIN SORTER 4) 
,0FFSn PRESS|S ) 
O 
' i  
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For Sale: 1973 Mazda RX3 
Phone 638.8322 after 6 (c10. 
14) 
I • 69 Dodge Polara 318. 2 
barrell carb, auto trans. 540o 
Phone 635.2776 (93.7) 
1974 Montego 4-doer Sedan, 
54500 miles, Can be viewed at 
rear of Pacific Northern Gas 
Ltd., 2900 Kerr Street. 
Sealed bids will be accepted 
up to June9, 1978. Attention: 
Mr. K. Irwln. Highestor any 
bid not nec~ari ly  accepted. 
(c5-6) 
1970 Datsun 510 wagon. 
New brakes 2 new winter 
tires. Radio.tape deck, good 
gas mileage. Best offer. 
Phone 635-4461 (p3-5) 
1964 Chrysler Crown Im- 
perial. Not running $300. 411. 
4th Ave East, Prince Rupert, 
B.C. Phone 624-3716 (93-5) 
1971 Toyota Landcrulser 
with wide tires plus set spare 
tires with rims. View at 5135 
McConnell 638.1517 or 63S- 
4380 (p10-6) 
1972 Toyota long-wheel base 
Landcrulser. Complete with 
winch, extra spare tire, roof 
rack, good condition, View 
5135 McC~nell 638.1517 or 
635-4380 (p10.6) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asl(Ing $1000 and 1976 Kx2,,~ 
motocross Kawaskl like new 
asking $1,000 638-1483 (clf) 
1975 Plymouth Vallent 318 
automatic, p.s., p.b., low 
mileage. 2 door H.T. Phone 
635-4597 (p6-6) 
58. MOBILE 
HOMES 
For Sale: 1974 Bendix 
Leader trailer. 2 bedroom. 
Reverse aisle. Front 
lichen, patio doors and 
undeck. Phone 6354405 
etflu14) 
1975 12x66 3 bedroom 
Elmonte (Glendale) trailer, 
2 lacy shacks, 1 fully in- 
sulated. Fireplace and 
covered porch. Set up and 
skirted at 27 Timberland 
Trailer Park 635-7645 after 5 
p.m. ~ (plO-lS) 
For Sale: 12x60 1973 
Canedlena 2 bedrooms with 
frldge, stove, washer and 
dryer. Asking $11,000 
,negotiable. Phone 635-7697 
56' Safeway doublewlde. 
Includes all major ap. 
pllances, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 2 
full bath, and fireplace. Set 
~p and fully skirted in 
:edar. View at No. 31.4619 
~eensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trailer Park] 
12x68 Sefeway. Furnished. 
8xlO heated joey shack. 
Phone 635-93,23. (p10-7) 
For Sale: 1968 Imperial 
Trailer 10'x36" 635-7860 
(~-7) 
.f 
For Sale: 12x68 trailer on 
treed and landscaped lot. 
Copperside Estates 12x20 
addition, sundeck, garden, 
shed, playhouse, garden, 
hothouse. Phone 635.4449 
eves. (c5.7) 
@ 
Invlation to Tender 
Town of Smithers, B.C; 
Sidewalks. 1978 
Tenders for the supply of 
sidewalks will be received by 
the Town of Smithers up to 
3:00 p.m., local time, 
Wednesday, June 21st, 1978. 
All tenders must be sub- 
miffed to the Office of the 
Treasurer in a sealed en- 
velope~ cle~;rly marked 
' ' TENDER FOR 
SIDEWALKS- 1978". 
Tenders will be publicly 
opened at the above stated 
time In the Council Cham- 
bers of the Town Office. All 
tenders will be examined 
and submitted to Council for 
awarding at the Regular 
Council Meeting of June 
27th, 1978. 
The work Is comprised of 
base preparation, the supply 
of material and construction 
of approximafely 9S0 meters 
of 1.5 meter width sidewalk. 
Tender IrKlulrles-shall be 
dlrecled to the. undersigned. 
A. DeEIIIon, 
Director of Works and 
ErKjIneerlng 
Town of Smithers, 
P.O. BOX 879, 
Smlthers, B.C. (847.3251) 
(c5.12) 
Mills Memorial 
Hospital 
Terrace 
Tenders will be received ' 
by the Administrator of Mills 
Memorial Hospital, Terrace, 
B.C. for the following work 
during the summer months, 
1978: . . . .  ' . . . . . . . .  
- Mowing andupkeep of 
lawns 
- Upkeep and maintenance 
of flower gardens and shrubs 
- Minor Improvements to 
the property Including some 
fencing and some lawn 
planting. 
Please contact the Ad. 
_ -o  J 
Sealed tenders foi ~ the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will be received • 
hy the District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests, 
Prlnce Rupert, B.C on 
the dates shown below. 
1. Contract ST 1031.2-4 JS 
Located Humphrys Ranger 
District Kitimat Number of 
hectares 19.5 Viewing date 
June 15, 1978, leaving Ran 
ger Station at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub. 
miffing a tender for this 
contract is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 3:30 p.m. June 30, 
1978. 
Tenders must be sub- 
miffed on the form and in the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s] indicated, or 
from the District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, BmC. 
The'lowest orany tender will 
not necessarily he accepted. 
(c5-7) 
Ek~ P ~  Forests 
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) Will be received 
by the District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
shown below. 
1. Contract ST 1031-2-5 JS 
Located McCullough Ranger 
District Kltimat Number of 
hectares 19.55 Viewing date 
June 15, 1978, leaving 
Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the stand 
tending sits prior to sub- 
miffing a tender for this 
contract is mandatory, 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 3:30 p.m. June 30, 
1978. 
Tenders must be sub- 
miffed on the form and In the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger (s) Indicated, or 
from th~ District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
(c5-8) 
66, R'ECREATIOHAL 
VEHICLES " 
FOR SAI-~E~ Camper near 
new 8' Galaxy with fridge, 
stove, furnace. Super light 
construction. Used only 3 
times. Must sell Phone 635. 
9692 (c5- 
7) 
1970 VW camper, sink. 
frldge, 2 burner stove, 
RICE FLOUR DESSERTS 
RICE FLOUR SPONGE CAKE 
2 eggs, separated 
Va cup sugar, divided 
~/4 cup sifted rice f lour 
Dash salt 
1 teaspoon lemon Juice 
Beat egg whites until  frothy. Add 1~ tab le -  
spoons sugar and beat until stiff but not dry. 
Sift together twice rice flour, remaining sugar, 
and.salt Beat egg yolks until thick and lemon 
cplored. Add lemon juice and flour mixture. .  
Boat.only unti l  smooth. Add a small amount of 
beaten egg whites to yolk mixture and stir unti l  
blended. Fold in remaining egg whites with a 
rubber spatula. Pour into a small loaf pan (7% x 
3% x 2½ inches) which has been lined with wax 
paper. Cut gently through batter to remove any 
air bubbles. Bakeat 350 o for25to30minutes.  If 
using glass baking dish, reduce temperatureto 
325 °. Invert o~to cake rack and let cool before 
removing from pan. Makes 4 servings. 
Hcalthy ardcn .. . 
THE WAY YOUR GARDEN GROWS 
Having a beautiful garden 
takes more than just plant- 
ing the right seeds. Here are 
some tips from experts on 
how to make your garden 
look and grow just the way 
you want it. 
To achieve privacy or a 
frame effect for your gar- 
den, plant hedges, shrubs or 
have a vine-covered fence. 
On level ground, these plant- 
ings should be about five 
and a half  feet high, on 
sloping ground they need 
only b'e three to four feet 
high. 
There is an easy way to 
keep unwanted growth from 
along your  fences, patio, 
driveway, walks, play areas, 
curbs, graveled paths and 
the roots as well as the 
foliage of desirable plants 
and cause serious injury. 
Proper drainage is impor- 
tant to keep excess moisture 
from your garden. Here are 
two suggestions in this area: 
add three or four inches of 
sand or cinders to your soil, 
the like--and you won't or install three- or four-inch 
have to keep stopping and agricultural drain tile. Set 
stooping to pull weeds. A the tile 15 to 18 inches deep, 
tota l  vegetation killer can with'the lines 15 to 18 feet 
prevent plant growth for up 
to one year. A liquid formu- 
lation called Conquer® can 
even control tough Johnson 
grass and bindweed. It 
comes in 1 quart and 1 gal- 
lon sizes. Be careful to avoid 
spraying any total vegeta- 
t ion ki l ler on desirable 
• plants or within the drip 
l ines of trees and shrubs. 
apart. Carry the lines to an 
open ditch or storm sewer. 
Be sure to plant taller 
flowers behind shorter ones. 
It's also a good idea to plan 
our selection of flovmrs to 
achieve a succession of  
bloom. 
Follow these experts tips 
and your garden will grqw 
to please you, your family 
Such products can get into and your neighbors. 
RICE FLOUR BROWNIES 
Oi l  
There's more to oil than is 
readily apparent, and scien- 
tists with imagination are' ~ 
taking this most versatile raw ' q 
material on earth and tram- 
2 squares unsweetened chocolale 
(2 ounces) 
% cup shorlening 
% cup sifted rice f lour 
V, .teaspoon baking powder 
% teaspoon salt 
2 eggs 
1 cup sugar 
1 teaspoon vanil la extract 
Melt  chocolate and shortening together over 
hot water (or use microwave oven). Cool. Sift 
f lour with baking powder and salt twice. Beat 
eggs until light. Add sugar, vanilla, then choco- 
late mixture, and blend. Add f lour and mix well. 
Pour batter into a greased 8 x 8 x 2-inch pan. 
Bake at 350 ° for 30 to 35 minutes (325 ° if us- 
ing glass'baking dish). Do not overcook. Cool 
slightly. Cut ihto squares. Makes 16 brownies. 
DOLL COLLECTORS 
UNITE 
HAMILTON (CP) --  Sue 
MacKenzie of Hamilton is 
president of the first 
Canadian chapter of 
Miniature Enthusiasts, a 
club that meets once a mmth 
to make" miniature doll- 
home items. 
RWALS CHLOROPHYLL 
A micro.organtsm that is 
the only kmwn biological 
substance other than 
chlorophyll capable of 
photosynthesis has been 
found in the Dead Sea. n 
FOREST LAND 
DECREASED 
Canunerclal forest land in 
the United States decreased 
by eight million acres in the 
1960s. 
OARRIE'RS 
TED 
PHONE ............. : 
THOBNHILL 
and 
TERRAOE 
_ _ ~ , . . . .  Cretinism is a mental d e f t - | 6 3  
I l I ~ P ~  ciency caused by he failure 
V~J f l l J [~ l f ] l~ .  of the thyroid gland to 
I; ~ • m, [~ - - ~ secrete its hormone arly in 
W I  IB l J  j~  life. ' .... :.. ' ~0.. 
na[  
636-6367 DALLY HERALD 
HI! 
minlstrator, Mills Memorial cupboards, carpet, pots & forming it into things we take Phone 635.9429. (ctf) Hospital for complete pans Included. 
.. _Priced. at for wanted evew day such as 9 
details. Tenders will be $1800Call rlarry 830-1403 (pa. synthetic fabrics, all kinds of 
1977 12x68 3 bedroom Bendix received up till 1600 hours, 6) • plastics and even medicine. 
Leadei" Mobile Home. ,Thursday, June 15, 1978. (c5. ~ , • , 
Unfurnished but will have 6, " FordF°r Sale:cam Jr97~/;lfa~ n pX.LT Paint protects, beautifies , 
- .~"  'Y . . . . .  and extends the life of '~ fridge, washer and dryer. FOR SALE BY BID P.B., 2~,o~{~0 Cma~.~. many ex; houses, boats, machinew and 
Located presently In Good and chattels of Copper tras, 
Woodland Heights Trailer Mountain Automotive Ltd. cam.=/ . ,  lieS. W11"~.912 just about everything under 
. . .  -~ j  ~, conamon. ~'none the sun and rain. Scientists at Park. Phone 635-4373 days, Sltuated ata08SkinnerAve., o.~-z=ua or view at 4720 Union Carbide have devd- 
635-3046 after 7 p.m. (c5.S) Terrace, B.C. THE GOODS 
MAY BEVIEWED Monday Hall'~elh (p5~8) , . . 
Unique 68' mobile home, Evening, June12,1978. Bids Camper 1975 Edson 8 H~I~IF'~-( ~ b ~ - - ~  ¢ 
galley kitchen, separate may be submlffed In writing camper, C-W 15,000 BTU I ( ~1 .~ ~"~'~ f I 
dining room with dining toSecurity Bailiffs Ltd. P.O. furnace. Phone638.1121 (sff) 
room with patlo dOors. Set. Box 222, Kltlmet, B.C. no F ~ ~ . ~  ¢ 
up In very quiet, small court, later than June 1(,, 1978. (c9. 17,/2' Vanguard Camper I~-L~i~V' / ' - I ,  1 
Phone 635.5645 (c5.8) 7) " trailer 635.5888 (p3.7) . 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedroom moblle 
BYTENDER camper. In excellent con- I I ~ ~ ' ~ i  N .  " ~ 1  n 
home. Set up and skirted In ASSETS OF DEASE ditlon also propane oped solvents, resins and ia-. trailer court In town. Will 20" 
DEVELOPMENTS LTD. stove. Phone texes that make paints better A sell furnished or un. 635-9420 (p3.7) than ever. • Working .with N 
furnlshed. Phone 635.9046 
even. (plO-Jul) Real estate and chattels nature today for the re- 
", situated in Dease Lake, soumes we'll need tomorrow, ¢ 
REPOSSESSIONS B.C. formerly operated as these scientists also pm~;ide 
Wehavea Ilmltsd number of the "Baese Inn". Sale Is , .. basiCrange ofmatefi"lSdmgs, fromf°r asimpleWide ¢ 
12', 14', and 24' wide In ex. under direction of R.E. Registered 2 year old aspirin to sedatives and 
cellent condition. Jamlsen as receiver. Palamlno filly. By Peters antibiotics.. • . ¢ 
NO DOWN manager Jand is sublect to Lucky Reg. quarter horse 
PAYMENT approval of the courts. For stallion. Phone Birch Haven Unlocking the potential of 
Purchase Includes delivery, further Information cohtact Ranch 635-5288 after. 6 a.m. petroleum molecules, these 
set up and furniture. (On Dave Lewis or Rod Cousins (I)5-10) scientists can rearrange them, ¢ 
approved credit), at Federal Business 'through heat and. cold, pres- 
If you quality we will fly Development Bank, 
you In at our expense. Terrace, sure and vacuum. They create 
completely new materials 
Hurryl .,These won't lastl 635-4951. (c5.7) that promise to help build a 
Call our credit manager better life.for more of the '~ 
world's people. For example, collect at HELP WANTED: Mature Union Carbide's pesticides," 
684-0024 BELUB GRANDCHILD studentsl Earn $6 to $7 per derived .from oil, are regis- Tar-Star VISITS 
Mol~lleHomes B]IAN'~'ORD, Ont. (CP) hour plus bonus with in. tered~for control 6f a Wide 
835Granvlle --Alexander Graham Bell's feresting summer work. variety of harmful pests-- ¢ 
Vancouver, B .C .  granddaughter, Lilian G. Write Fuller Brush Co., Box helping increase farm yields 
VGZ IK7 Jones, was in Brantford 108 care of 808, 207 West of many basic foods around ¢ 
(a10-7) recently to visit the Bell Hastings St., Vancouver, theworld. 
Homestead. Mrs. Jones, 71, B.C. VGB IH7 or Mr. T. 
• o~ Washil~ton, D.C.. said: Diamond, General Delivery: r 
23x56 Doublewlde, malor "31iS, house is bcautiMi and ,teflon 'R'; Kelowna, B.C. PHOTOGRAPHY: 10 for 
much nicer than the lust V1X4K3. (ctf) appliance and garden shed. 
fenced. Situated on lot fully 
skirted complete fenced. 
View at 31 Timberland 
Treller Court, 4619 Queen. 
sway. (Ctf) 
Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, frldge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
etc. No.1 Pine Park phone 
635-3246 (clm-Ju 17) 
Must SII ." 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear title lot on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhlll. 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C,, 
635-7117 (ctf) 
time I came here in 1953. It 
looks almost exactly the way 
it was when my ~and- 
mother and 'grandfather 
l ived here." 
COME HOME, LIT- 
TLEFOOT 
OSHAWA, Ont. (CP) --  
Bigf0ot lives in Oshawa, and 
he's looking for his sister. 
Bigtoot is a cat whose name 
SlXia~ from ~e fact he 
comes with two extra toes on 
each paw--sevm instead of 
the usual five. Littlef0ot, his 
siste¢, forced to make do 
with only nix toes, has been 
lured away by a wooing tom. 
and Blgfoot lonesomely 
hopes she will return. 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mall. Send $1.00 for our 
latest fully Il lustrated 
catelogue of marital aids for 
both ladles and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6'B 3X9. 
,(cft) 
COMPLEX BEING 
BUILT 
Brazil and Paraguay are 
building a hydro-electric 
complexnthat will generate 
seven billion kilowatt-hours 
of energy annually.n 
$1.00. Our introductory 
special offers 'you 10 
beautiful lumbo-slze color 
pictures from any one color 
negative foronly $1.00. Any 
additional pictures over 10 
from same negative only 10(: 
each. Send as many color 
negatives (any size) as you 
wish plus$1.00 for each. Also 
save on developing and 
printing your color films. 12' 
exp. roll • $2.99, 20 exp. roll - 
$3.99, 24.exp. roll . $4.99, 36 
exp. roll • $6.99., Fast ear- 
vice, guaranteed quality & 
satisfaction or money 
refunded. Pronto Photo 
Service, 30 Eastgate, Win- 
nlpeg, Man. R3C 2C1. (lu 15) 
q 
; I'm pa! 
i your iooal distributor i 
I for l i t imat .  , 
Get the paper delivered for only ', 
I$3.00 a month (7/2 once for , 
I pensioners) to your door early 
every  morn ing .  " , . "  . ' 
I Read the local newswith your ' 
morning coffee! 
Foryour classified ads, coming 
I events, notices or local news just 
) 
call me..., 
H Pat Zelinski at 
632-2747 
HOURS 7-9 a.m. 3-6 p.m. 
MONDAY- FRIDAY 
• , . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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O, on.,o d By Yourkdividual  
ACROSS 42 Tear 2 Decay 11 Skills 
1 God of war 43 Confront 3 Age 16 Arid 
5 AColt bravely 4 LecLe~..~ tire 20 Cadmus * 
! Resort 48 Altar con- ~t~ir  daughter 
1~ Painful steilation 5 craft 21 Its capital 
U An ocean 49 French' river shells is Vlen - FOP. IWJRaDAY, JUNE I~ IF/g "- 
route 50 To anchor 6 Rows [Jane THE WIZARD OF ID * ~, by Brant parker and Johnny hart HE~fl0r 5lSatL~Jied ,Ampersand 22Wavy(Her.) What ki,d Of day Will SCORPIO j ~  V~'~] ..... '/~J- V~" 
Z/Emmet , 53Sieman dramatist clmnge tbestarsSUy, read the fm'eel~ ." Dea't "make docisk~ umMr ~T~H ,AN~ W~T'EI~  [ WHATeVE~ ~'H ~ I~A ~u'r'~'D~'Te ~ 
18 Plaees ofr fUge ,volcanODowN 10 Intense 9 Roputations 24 Sibenan. river giv~ '~ your bkth ~lp. stre~ ~ dm't mril~ mqthrmg ~,~ f I~"TIT~ V~ION OF A ~,AU~]~/d-~E',4 UT "F / ' 'WI ' rH  ~--~PTC,; H AN/_~~.~r~_~  
19Hans ,Ninny pain =Barren Ai,iI~ youmy later regret. ~ .,.~.~ ~ f.~ |, I.t~VIELIN~;¢~ ,  ~--.-~.~-]~- ~ . ~ 
ZlShmiy 2?Speck (Mar. 21 to Apr. Z0) ¢~:~ Yourequantmttyevmifeestatn y NAV~N@ 0 " 
_ . . _ .  24 Jenny Avg. solution time: 2"/m/~. 28 Take dinner Dogged pe~MMemee wlil be SAGrrrARIUS . j¢ . .~  
day's need; a~m me fa t i t~  (Nov.ntoDen.m) "= ~W," ~- -~-~'  ) 
not to break your stride Stellar influences indicate /~, 
Z6 Breathing 29 SUpped 
31 Squeezed obstructions 
30 Harem room S ~ . 34 Scrap 
, , , o rkoe  ou .o  37 ExtrernJty problems appear. Use that fine 
3Z Nothing - 38 Baby ingenuity of yomm! YOU life ready ~r ~ -- bet 
without slighting carrent _ , ~  33 Yeaugtady ~ ~ carriage TAURUS ~ ~ D~'t kt  "moods" 
(Sp.I . 39 Ireland 
~.Vedicgm ~ 1  ~ 40 Farm (Apr. 21to May S.l) '~'lq~ ~m~. faqd~ 
of fire Follow your hunches now. An APR i~ 
41Dillherb idea which may ~ a b/t (l)ec. 5~tojm. 20) '~  ~a~ot  t building 
44 Parson bird "offneat" when first coucdved Mixed ~ qnmtlen 
I ¢ 45 Grass? could prove to be e.resl in- and ime/ ipto where ~ is 
~/Ancient40 chariOtproscribes ~Answer  to Saturday 's~ 40 Weil~ht unit sptraUm. - -  .J~g- ~mi l~A~mxe~t  Plagues 5-22 47 Dm~sh GEMI I~ I  
puzzle. money. (May 22 to June 21) ~ e~poctm~l~misrGmamld~ 
z 3 ~ e ~9 ,o ,, position, pulp your native (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19):qN~j ..... 
4 " " s 6 ? Mercury," in excellent. AqlYARIUS 
~ by Roger Bo/len & Gary Peterman  . . a peak. A time In whleb to eertais Mluxtiou dmuld phne 
~s ,6 ~r7  spread your.wlngs a bit - -  If you for am a ~  ta the . or~l  ~,r~,-  ~- ,,,~.,,.., 
time and obllgaUorm permit o~.  Rouse yom~lf to work - -  ®~m~.. . , . , . , .~ ....
~ ~ ,8 ~ ,9 [so [ CANCER for attainment whleh will 
(June22t0"JulySl) O ~  rwll~'eno°l~llmnnss~'viaar" 
I P lS t~$ 30ZfZl 225 ~.51~26 7~:2q ~3S1~5[ ]" ze 29 pr°mise free anMovemmt If h'eedom d movmmmt n m r ' [  [ ~ ~ Curb a t ndeucy toward (F b" 10 toMar" ~a) ]~ '~ '  ' 2Cancerlan i~ rar ly is x, ImtY°u' lethargy"°nSince theM lhrbal."influ eesTn  B ltmed,i te  help to ~ Y ° u  lave eould4erable ~ i k ~ . ~ / "  C ~ ~ ~ /  ( (~~~1]71/[[~-/[ I'~' ~ ~/~o~-'~.,~ -. )~ 0~  
,, .~l j SUChLEo inclilmt/ou prevail no~.. eb~Y!~tiv~L ". 
• , ' ,ou so .Tom,  . ~ [ (July 24 to Aug. 
S t reMyour fur~in  endowed with talent~,lmd - 
~e 39 ~o q, ~ ~  ordertoproventwitleuerrmz, dmraderiMiesRItedtoewide 
,' Don't leap .at Ideas or var~ of oecqmtlenL Yoo 
4z : ~ ~ :~4 suggestlom ade by thme who intoit/vdylmowtherJshtmmm - -  " 
..... could mislead t l~ugh a a t f l~ueta l~t4m,  e~ 
-.. I M K E L S E  " PBARMAG¥ i -~  ~.  • ~ .~  ~ voffi ~t  ~. a I L4711 Lake lse  •635 7263 
; ~"~ ~ (AUg.Your24 to Sept.abllity ~t)',o weather with~, I FL  Y REPELLANT, BEACH TO YS, SUNGLASSES 
CEvvro, us,  5-2 "~tormy" per~ds win be of mot  ~ you .re m II and prompt prescriptmn serwces J 
great help n.ow. You may ~ extremely enthusiastic in- ~ ................. 
.l U B J Y (; Q O UY K J U B J U Q P G B J into some oEpoMtt~, amae dividoa]bot, unUkeoUxn, yom' . . . .  
unexpected situations, bat lnte~m do not f~de quiddy, the A~fAZING SP IDER-MAN:  By Stqn Lee and John Romital .IP XYPO0 YUXKO eventualretareswillbeworth and you are m~e lnndy to ses 
~:dnr&,v's ('ryploquip -- BUSY SUBWAY CONDUCTOR ~,~'~/ f~ IrRAV~" fX'M OUT ~Z NEI~." "" ' "" i 
IIETF;STS WRANGLING, YELLING CROWDS. LIBRA .A~.v,e~ ultinmto eemcluaie~ You could F~r~.,~.~ rileY- T~Y'Re C..4N'TNANPt~J NEeO 
IT ANVNtOEE!J' IT'--  ' ' "  x,.~ Fe,,ur..~,.~,.,~. ~.,. . (Sept. 24 to oct, =) ~= = excel at n tm~ ~en~,  me I ~ ~ r H  s~ve:~ ~I  ~ A ~ r /
' T,,dav's ('ryptoquip due:G equals U Circumvent ~ even ff law Or me,e; are higMy I~(~V~ 1'~-'~N.- :;:~,,;~ ~  
The Cryptoqulp lsa simple substituUon cipher in which each you have to take the lout rely IdM]~mlp~cal in your attitode=. ~'~.~t/At~.~/MAr/N~ 
letter'standsf°ran°~er'lfy°u~inkthatXequalsO'it ar°" - -  Per-- en" be B--re °f: Frank L l ° Y d o ot#t~lUll,~! ~ ~ ~ ...--.J~// 1'4/ ~P,Oe~-.ANIJL~e~&--/.d~L\ '.~ .,:a, . 1 , ~ - - - - ~  wil equal O throughout he puzzle. Single letters, short words, irritating now. Avold ~.  Wright, ardldtoet. AL'f~/..~/ i - 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating ' OltlS ~ F~ S~.  is. i 
vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. _ tt 
. POETWINS PRIZE " ! . 
EDMONTON (CP)  - -  A 
• poem by Marilyn Bowering • 
F i r s t A i d F 0 r T h e P e n n i I e ° ° o . .  o , . _ . .  Victoria that was ~ Imbllsbed In the Edmoutou. ~ , ~ ~  i 
treed magazine Branohiag -, 
Out won first prize In the ~ ~ . ~ . : ~ ~  .................................. .., ...:..:-..;.. . . .,..;,: 
national magazine awards. TERRJ [g  , ' ~ . , .  .. REGISTER . 
poem, Roae Harbor ' 
Whaling Statim, 1910, is ' F R YOUR SPRING 
[ . . . . . .  i......... F un . t=.u=s,owe'. ' 
• McTEER GOES TO ............................................................................. - ................ , 
WORK n .c .  by ~ounny uart  
OTTAWA (CP) ' ' 
Maureen McTeer,. vMe ~ "f-W~AT C~ YoU ~ IF = YoU ~;Iq::;~ A "1 L ~ I~IK. J ~rogressive Cun~rvative ]~.~~ ~LA~ wrl'~ A ~Y'~NA P / .A  I~A,~"['. ~A'r" L.AU(:~ At.t- THe: WAY' To'I'H 
,dll~ thln gleader JouCisrk, wil beginfal with an '~/~~"~- -  ~ '  ~"~' / "~ , ~  "X~ - ~ 1  
Ottawa law firm, at a salary " . 
of ~le8 a week. She 
• Become "nutritionally cooked rice and secure- pepper. Cover and Idmm~ 
aware." There are many panied by a crisp, salad, 30 minutes, until meat is " " " 
protein-rich foods other these Mediterranean Lamb tender. Stir now and then. MIMI M?ILI~ MARRY 
than meat. Plant proteins Rihlets become anutritious, To serve, 8exnkh with OI~AWA (CP) - -  Mimi " "  Ls, .. . . . .  .~ [.~iZ~(,.~ " ~ }~J .~. : : .  ~&~" ] 
like dried peas, beans and low-cost meal. orange ~eetions and pine , StDfleld, daughter of for- 
lentils m~ke delicious, nour- And don't forget dessert*, nuts. Makes 4 sarvings, mer Progressive Con- 
ishing meals especially when Apple/Grape Cobbler is a 
used in combination with a back.to.basics recipe which - APPLE/GRAPE ' eervatlve leader Robert DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
mall amount of meat. The combines tart fresh apples COBBLER Stanfleld, is to  marry 
need for animal protein ean with the flavor ofconcord- MurrayCoollean, a farmer W~ffi'ffiffi'ffiffi~='~--~-~ II 
be met for moat of us with a grape Serve the cobbler hot 4 Cups sliced pared egeeuUve auistaat to her r~S ~/z TFIAT AMIMA~, ~t~ Idaily four-ounce serving of with a scoop' of vanilla ice tart apples fath~. Miss Stanfleld now YOU ~y ~ ~J~/Z'MNOr~o- I 
lean meat' and a glass of cream for the piece de r~- ]. can (6 ounces) werks in the Couse~,ative M/~-CL4~ INOTOPUTIPl~fOt[ 
milk or a slice of cheese, sistanee of any meal. frozen concentrated nalloDal office and Coelican ~v HIM 7tl4r~o~oe 0~-I 
• Use leftovers wisely, eoneozdgrapedrink works for the Canadian ~ ~ "  ~ / ~ / I  " 2 .  ~,//~.~/ I 
fruit become an exciting LAMB RIBLETS cooking tapioea "' 
de~ert fondue when dipped 4 lamb riblets, 1-1/2 cups unsifted flour B,C, BF.J[AEVE~ '
into melted eoncordgrape cut 1-inch thick 2 teaspoons baking VAJ~COUVR (CP) - -  A 
jelly. , 1 tal~lespoon il powder ~inpile~e ,pO~ showed that 
• * ~elect less expensive I jar (12 ounces) 1/2 teaspoon salt about 74 par eat  of Brllleh i 
moist heat methods or 2 tablespoons lemon 1 egg, well beaten ~ pOWerS, and thai: 
"marinate before broiling or juice , 1/2 cup milk generally, women more 
baking. 2 teaspoons slivered 1/2 cup butter, melted ~ believe In memterf, f " i  
.Suggested here are two orange'peel. ~*lleralory power8 sod 
inflation-flghting recipes for 1 teaspoon crashed Arrange apples in buttazed Iltll~fl~hi~. being8 while 
the budget-minded con- mint 9-ineh square baking diah. __  = more lik~y to f l¢ [~f /~ .• -~ ~'~ 
aumer. For Mediterraqean Salt and pepper Combine coneordgrap. , belier e In water ~ea~,  f l f~A~l  
Lamb Riblets, the less e~¢- 112 cup orange sections drink and tapioca. Pour over ~ Igilu~ers and visitors " 
pensive rib]eta of lamb are 2 tsblespoons pine nuts apples. 
browned quickly, then aim- Sift together, flour, baking frola 0tlter space. ' 
mered in a flavorful mixture In large skillet, brown powder and salt. Add sugar., COUNT THE CARDS '. 
of eoneordgrape jam, lemon lamb in oil on both sides. Combine gg, milk and but- A new computer mau ;~ 
juice, orange peel and mint Pour off fat. Add concord- tar.-Stir into flour mixture storage system contains '- 
and garnished with orange grape Jam, lemon juice, gently. Spread beer apples. ¢oetlgh IMet'n~Uou to fill a , / 
Nations ,and pine "nuts. orange peel and mint. Bake at 425 ° F. for 30 min- alack of idltehed cards 621 ~ f . • 
When served over hot Season chops with salt and utes. Makes 9 servings, miles Iflgh. . " 
DEAR ]IN: The 'same way a lady Ixcalm one. He ~pl)"  ~ , 
tells his Intended in the Idadest manner paeMble that he's ~ 
decided to keep Ids'Imebeler button and forgo the orQge . • • , 
blossoms. You may be in for a few nnplexmmt moment~, ---, 
but you'll both survive it. Better • in, oken engagement 
than a broken marriage. 
DEAR ABBY: I am 28 years old, not married, and I 
'work to oupport myself, I 'm not bud looking and live a 
,fairly normal, happy life/but lkn begilming to Wonder if 
Im~ybe I m foolish to work the way 1 do. 
, Wha~ I'm trying to say is, I have a girlfriend who works 
• !part.time-like maybe four afternoons a week• She has had 
DEAR ABBY: I recently became engaged to a very three husbands, and now she s single again. She has 
pretty girl. She's from a good family and so am I. All.our boyfriends for everything. One pays her rent, another lets ,:,, 
friends and relatives think we are just right for each other, her drive his car, another painted and papered her whole ' ."-re~ ' 
. but the more I see of her, the more doubts I have about house and she bragged that all she gave him was lanai/and , -----  I '  
how this marriage would work out. a few daughterly.kissesl * ' 
She can be sweet as honey one minute and very sullen and . She sees the rent-payer on weekends, and she also hue a I~  
pouty the next/She has at times revealed aside of herself truck driver staying with her off and on wl~en he's In town. 
that I never saw before. She's spoiled, demanding and ldon'tknow how she gets away with it, Shouldn't someone 
oelfish. And stubborn, too. I'm not saying I m perfect, but ! tell t:hose chumps the score? . • . Z/ll Z/t3 
dun'tier a thinklifetime.l could take this girl's unpredictable moodines s BABE IN B'ItAM ' "You Wouldn't Is! me have a d0g,  You wouldn't "Can you put my a~m in a d ing ie r  a couple of 
What  I am trying to ask, my Dear Abigail,'is this: How DEAR BABE: Don't Worry about the chumps. Some IEft me have a c~tl" weeks so I can get out of doing fee dmhesT' 
does a gentleman break an engagement? men don't care what the score is u long as thefre In the 
1NDEEP IN INDIANA gome. 
q 
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Border Forces base causes 
dispute between provinces 
'me range was established 
in 1954 when North America 
was strongly air defence- 
minded. Both provinces at 
that time granted leases that 
were favorable to the federal 
government. Both now wish 
they had been better 
bargainers, but at least here 
was provision for rental 
redetermination after 20 
years. 
SOUGHT DRILLING 
RIGHTS 
In 1974, when the 20 years 
was up, it was evident hat 
production would be more 
desirable than compeneatian 
for lack of access. So with 
the resumption of 
negotiatons, the provinces 
asked for a two-yenr lease 
with the right to drill some 
exploratory wells. 
Ottawa agreed to allow 
four shallow wells within the 
range on tither side of the 
provincial boundary. Not 
only was natural gas 
discovered but it was deter- 
mined• that the Cold Lake 
he avy.-o'.fl deposits currently 
COLD LAKE, Alta. (CP) 
- -  The Primrose Lake air 
weapons range, a few miles 
north of this Canadian 
Forces base near the 
Alberta-Saskatchewan 
border, has become the 
centre of a dispute between 
Ottawa and the two 
provincial governments, 
It started several years 
ago when pockets of oil and 
nsturgl gas were disenvered 
under" the 4,400-aere range. 
Eventually, it appears all 
governments will end up on 
the same side and an early 
solution based on the 
meshing of Canada's energy 
and defence requirements is 
possible. 
Minerals under the land 
are owned by the two 
provinees but the federal 
defence department controls 
access because it holds 
surface leases in perpetuity. 
But, because of danger to 
planes flying low.level 
bombing runs, intense ~-  
ploration and drilling has not 
been allowed. 
slated for exploitation ex- 
tended northward for 20 
kilometres to just inside the 
range. 
The Saskatchewan wells 
produced only a non- 
commercial gas show. 
But because of fish, fur 
and timber resource 
demands, Saskatchewan 
wanted the range shuffled 
two townships further north. 
Alberta has opened a two- 
township strip just north of 
the range to petroleum 
exploration and there now 
are three gas fields in the 
strip. 
The interim agreement ex- 
pired without a new long- 
term agreement being 
reached and rentals now are 
on a year-toyear basis 
pending solution of the 
problem. 
The governments have 
made some progress. 
Saskatchewan is receiving 
about $4S0,0O0 a year com- 
pared with less than $100,-000 
before 1974. The province 
also enjoys fishing and 
timber harvesting rights. 
The defence department 
has even fitted in two weeks 
of commercial fishing in 
Primrose Lake itself during 
the Christn~as holiday 
season when no bombing 
practices are scheduled. 
Saskatchewan, i  fact, has 
reached agreement with 
Ottawa on every point but 
one-the area's removal to a 
site further north. It appears 
Saskatchewan is being held 
up because Ottawa wants to 
settle the Alberta part of the 
problem first. 
Although both Alberta and 
the federal government want 
to expedite developmmt of
the minerals they have 
different opinions on how it 
should be done. 
Alberta likens the situation 
to the one at the Suffield 
Block in the' southeastern 
part of the province where 
the defence department has 
allowed considerable drilling 
that has added appreciably 
to Alberta's reserves of oil 
and gas. 
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
SKEENA COLORS 
Inierior and Exterior Painting Contractor Airless 
Spray Equipment 
(We spray the Job-and not the Neighborhood) 
Expert refinishing oldstyle furniture, cabinets and 
maker of "hurl clocks". 
All work guaranteed. 
Phone between 8 to 10 a.m. or 6 to 8 p.m. 
638-1835 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE  
OAHAVENTURE 
MERCURY (~,,s) YAMAHA 
(outboard DOLMAR " 
motors) (chain saws) . 
Hours: Mon.- Sat. 6-~; 
4946 Greig N~o~rL~ 6354929 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS LTD, 
Most Anything - Most Anytime For : 
CONI 'RACTORS. IN DUSTRY- IN  D IV IDUALS 
Hours: Men. - Sat. 8-6 
635-7417 4946 Greig Avenue Phone 635-7417 
t 
K ITCHEN CABINE: rs  • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION'  
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • ~ 
K: o °° 
BRAD REESE; ",m~.aF 
, .~  .~ .~o~.  i~  ABINETS 
869 • 5TH AVENUE i "~  
PRINCE GEORGE,  B C .  V2L ,  3Ke  . (NORTHERN) LTD. 
BUS.  564 .1488 
RES. ~62.2201 FREE ESTIMATES 
I 
,.,~;~ , Dave " 
~ : ,  ~ . / ~ r . . ~ .  u Brousseau, 
I/" .(;.~J~L~,  OoMraeting I.~--~.--. I '~~ " 
I ' ~  Reroofing Specialist 
GLENN CARSON 
FREE ESTIMATES 3092HWY. 16EAST, WALLY LEFEBVRE i ..... , , , y "  " 
TERRACE,vNG 3N5 B.C. PHONE (604) 635.3~)3 Call evenings 6354600 
I 
i 
30Ton Truck. Hydraulic Cranes.20Ton R.T. TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
BOB NI  ESH - 624.6283 Prince Rupert .638-8195 
SKEENA ¢RANE ..,w.,.o PAGING OR 
SERVIGES LTD, MONITORING 
SERVICES 
, . , o . , ,  .o . .  ANDERSON 
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Show 
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Our Lives 
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Another , 
World 
Another 
World 
Movie 
"Journey from 
Darkness" 
Marc Singer 
I Jack Warden 
Kay Lenz 
Wendell Burton 
Joe P~m,=~allA 
CFTK 
iCBC) 
Fllnstones 
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Mary Tyler 
Moore 
Hourglass 
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The Muppets 
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Maior League 
Baseball 
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vs 
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from 
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Land" 
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"Terrified" 
Rod Lauren 
Steve Drexel 
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Over " 
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Jean " 
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Definition 
Definition. 
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Move 
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